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July 30, 2013

TO: Mayor Savage and Members of Halifax Regional Council

Original signed
SUBMITTED BY:

Ken Reashor, P. Eng., Director, Transportation and Public Works

DATE: June 25, 2013

SUBJECT: Weekly Green Cart Collection Services

INFORMATION REPORT

ORIGIN

Regional Council Motion of June 11, 2013, to request a staff report outlining the costs and
logistics to provide weekly green bin pick-up for all residents of HRM in July and August; and,
that funding from the existing budgetary surplus from 2012-13 be considered as a possible
funding option.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY

Under the HRM Charter, Section 79, Halifax Regional Council may expend money for
municipal purposes.

BACKGROUND

The weekly green cart service as currently configured was approved by Council as part of the
2013/14 operating budget on April 30, 2013.

For the last eight years (since 2005) and approved for Fiscal 2013/14, the weekly green cart
collection service, as modified and approved by Council, has been provided during July and
August in the following communities: Halifax, Dartmouth, Bedford, Hammonds Plains (to
Highway 103), Sackville, Beaver Bank, Kinsac, Cole Harbour, Westphal, Lake Loon, Cherry
Brook, Eastern Passage, Cow Bay, Beechville, Lakeside, Timberlea, Herring Cove, Sambro
Loop, Williamswood, Harriettsfield and Fall River area.
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Weekly Green Cart Collection Services - 2 - July 30, 2013
Council Report

DISCUSSION

HRM contracts for the curbside collection of source-separated solid waste through RFP No. 07-
391 with four contract service providers in eight collection areas. The RFP No. 07-391
Collection Contract has a 60 day notification period prior to commencing Weekly Organics
Collection in an area or portion of an area. To expand the service to more communities (e.g. the
remaining collection areas or portions of areas) during July and August, 2013, would require that
the contractors be willing and able to waive the 60 day notification period. Based on exploratory
contractor consultation, there would be challenges in some areas with a significantly reduced
notice period in terms of availability of fleet and staff for the potential expansion of the service
in additional area(s) without a planrLing and preparation period.

One contractor, Waste Management (4 zones), indicates that finding the fleet and drivers is a
challenge. They indicate that it is difficult to do given the additional assets that expanding the
service in their area(s) would require and that given the date they would be unable to expand the
service for the month of August in their 4 service areas.

Two contractors, Miller and Leo J. Beazley (3 zones), indicate they believe they could provide
the fleet and staff for expansion of the service in their contracted area(s) with short notice.

The other contractor, Eastern Shore Cartage (1 zone), indicates they could accommodate the
weekly organics service but they don’t think many residents would put out green carts in the
rural areas.

The level of service for weekly green cart collection was debated at Council during budget
deliberations on May 21, 2010, and at that time Council decided to maintain the existing service
areas and time period.

Previously, on March 30, 2010, Council decided not to expand weekly green cart collection
services to all of HRM, nor to expand the duration to include June and/or September (see
Attachment 1, SWRAC Report to Council dated March 22, 2010, and attached staff Information
Report to Council dated January 12, 2010 and attached staff Information report dated March 10,
2008).

A ftill rscrh nn siryy Qn this issc ws cQictc in 2004 with thc dtn iiIin tht
weekly collection service was of limited value based on the research and resident input at that
time (Attachment 2, Council Committee of the Whole Report dated March 29, 2004).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of the existing weekly green cart collection service areas (July and August, 2013)
included in the 20 13/14 approved budget is approximately $398,000 plus net HST.

If feasible (i.e. waiving of notice period, available fleet and equipment) with no notice period,
the cost of adding the remainder of HRM areas to the weekly green cart service for August this
summer would be approximately an additional $52,500 plus net HST.



Weekly Green Cart Collection Services - 3 - July 30, 2013
Council Report

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Community Engagement was undertaken originally in terms of research and surveys on the
impact of weekly green cart service. HRM is undergoing a waste strategy review where a new
Community Engagement program is being conducted which will include the current collection
program and options for evolving it across HRM. This will be incorporated into the report back
to Council in late fall 2014.

ATTACHMENTS

1. SWRAC Report to Council dated March 22, 2010, entitled “Expanded Green Cart Service
Cost Options” and attached staff Information Report to Council dated January 12, 2010 and
attached staff Information Report to Council dated March 10, 2008.

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.calcouncil/agendasc/cagenda.html then choose the appropriate
meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 490-4210, or Fax 490-4208.

Report Prepared by: Robert Orr, P. Eng., Coordinator, Collection & Processing, 490-6698

Original Signed
Report Approved by:

________

-_______________________________

Gord Helm, MPA, PMP, Manager, Solid Waste Resources, 490-6606
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Halifax Regional Council
March 30, 2010

TO: Mayor Kelly and Members of Halifax Regional Council

Original signed
SUBMITTED BY: -

Councillor Peter Lund, Chair, Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee

DATE: March22,2010

SUBJECT: Expanded Green Cart Service Cost Options

ORIGIN

Regional Council approved the following motion at its February 9, 2010 meeting:

MOVED by Councillor Mosher, seconded by Councillor Walker, that Halifax Regional
Council request staff to prepare budget recommendations to extend summer weekly green
bin pickup, for both the existing extended service area and the whole of HRM, to include
the last two weeks of June and the first two weeks of September for the summer of 2010
and future summers, and forward the information report dated January 12, 2010 to the
Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee for review.

RECOMMENDATION

The Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee, recommends that Halifax Regional Council not
endorse the Expanded Green Cart Collection for all of HRM, as per the Information Report dated
January 12, 2010.



Expanded Green Cart Service Cost Options
Council Report March 30, 2010

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION

On February 2, 2010, Councillor Mosher requested that the Information Report, Expanded Green

Cart Service Cost Options, dated January 12, 2010 be added to the Agenda. The matter was
deferred until February 9, 201 0 until staff could be present to address the issues presented in the

report.

On February 9, 2010, Council approved a motion referring the Information Report, Expanded

Green Cart Service Cost Options, dated January 12, 2010 to the next Solid Waste Resource

Advisory Committee for their feedback.

At the February 25, 2010 meeting of the Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee, this matter

was discussed. The Committee advised that it was not feasible at this time to move forward with

green cart services as Council has directed not to initiate any new projects or new spending at

this time.

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

None associated with this report.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES / BUSINESS PLAN

This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved

Operating, Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the

utilization of Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.

ALTERNATIVES

The Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee has not recommended any alternatives.

ATTACHMENIS

Attachment “A”: January 12, 2010 Infonnation Report.

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.calcotincil/ageudasc/cagenda.html
then choose the appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 490-
4210, or Fax 490-4208.

Report Prepared by: Barbara Coleman, Legislative Assistant, 490-6170
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Halifax Regional Council
February 2, 2010

TO: Mayor Kelly and Members of Halifax Regional Council

Original Signed
SUBMITTED BY:

Ken Reashor, P.Eng., Acting Director, Transportation & Public Works

DATE: January 12, 2010

SUBJECT: Expanded Green Cart Service Cost Options

iNFORMATION REPORT

ORiGIN

At the September 15h1 meeting of Regional Council, the following motion was approved:

11 .2.1 Councillor Mosher - Request for Report re: Weekly Green Bin Collection

“MOVED BY Councillor Mosher, seconded by Councillor Walker that Halifax Regional Council
request a staff report on the cost implications of extending the weekly green bin collection as
follows:

1. To commence the beginning of June and run until the end of September during the
summer of 2010 and in future summers.

2. To extend weekly green bin collection service to all areas of the Halifax Regional
Municipality. MOTION PUT AND PASSED.”

BACKGROUND

The current weelcly green cart collection service is provided during July and August each year in
the following communities: Halifax, Dartmouth, Bedford, Hammonds Plains, Sackville, Beaver
Bank, Kinsac, Cole Harbour, Westphal, Eastern Passage, Cow Bay, Beechville, Lakeside,
Timbelea, Herring Cove, Sambro Loop, Williarnswood, Harrietsfield and Fall River area. The
service as currently configured has been in place for the past five years (since summer of 2005).



Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report

-2- February 2, 2010

DISCUSSION

The various cost implications for expansion of the Weekly Green Cart collection program in

Fiscal 2010/li, are as follows:

Weekly Organics Collection Estimates Fiscal 2010/11

Service Option Service Areas Service Period Contracted Costm
Estimates

Current Service Halifax, Dartmouth, Bedford, July & August $356,000
Hammonds Pins, Sackville,
Beaver Bank, K.insac, Cole (This cost is included
Hbr, Westphal, E. Passage, in Proposed 2010/11
Cow Bay, Beechville, operating Budget)
Lakeside, Timberlea, Herring
Cove, Sambro Loop,
Wiliiamswood, Harrietsfield,
Fall River area

Extended Service Same as Above June through $705,000
Period to September
June through (Operating Budget
September for increase of $349,000)
Current Service
Areas

Expanded Service All Eight Collection Areas July & August $437,000
to All HRTvI Areas (elI of HRM)
for Current Service (Operating Budget
Period of July & increase of $81,000)°
August

Expanded Service All Eight Collection ATeas June through $886,000
to All HRM Areas (all of HRM) September
for Extended (Operating Budget
Service. Period of increase of $449,000)
June through
September

Notes:
(1) Includes estimates for partial weeks, as applicable.

(2) Estimated additional cost for weekly organics collection during July and August in
remaining portions of Collection Area 4 - Western County only is $28,000.



Weekly Green Cart Service Options - 3 - February 2, 2010

Council Report

The most recent report on assessed implications and factors related to expanding weekly green

cart collection services, dated March 10, 2008, and attachments, which was presented on April 1,

2008 at Regional Council, is attached for your reference,

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

Funds for the provision of weekly green cart collection services in July and August for the same

communities as in previous years, is contained in the proposed 2010/Il Operating Budget.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES/BUSINESS PLAN

This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved

Operating, Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the

utilization of Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.

ATTACHMENTS

Report dated March 10, 2008, “Weeldy Green Cart Service Options”

A copy of this report can be obtained online at htLp://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.html

then choose the appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 490-

42 10, or Fax 490-4208.

Report Prepared by: Robert Orr, P.Eng., Collection & Processing Coordinator &

ford Helm, anager, Solid Waste Resources

Original signed
Report Approved by: - --

__________

Gord Helm, MPA, Manager, Solid Waste Resources, 490-6606
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Halifax Regional Council
April 1, 2008

TO: Mayor Kelly and Members of Halifax Regional Council

Original signed

SUBMITTED BY:

__________________________________________

Mike Labrecque, P.Eng., Director, Transportation and Public Works

DATE: March 10, 2008

SUBJECT: Weekly Green Cart Service Options

INFORMATION REPORT

ORIGIN

Committee of the Whole Regional Council meeting of September 25, 2007.

BACKGROUND

At the September 25, 2007 meeting of the Committee of the Whole Regional Council meeting, the
following motion was approved:

“Moved by Councillor Walker, seconded by Councillor Adams, that the Committee of the
Whole endorse weekly summer green cart collection for all of HRIvI and that further
discussion on this matter be included as part of the budgetary process.”

With the recent award of RFP 07-391 Collection and Transportation of Source Separated Solid
Waste by Regional Council on February 19, 2008, the various cost options for expansion of the
weekly green cart service are now available. Staff has also obtained information from Environment
Canada, NS Department ofNatural Resources and residents in communities throughout HRM, which
is herein provided for the information of members of Regional Council.
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Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report - 2 - April 1, 2008

DISCUSSION

The attached September 4, 2007, staffreport (Attachment # 1) entitled “Weekly Summer Green Cart
Collection - Review of Change in Service Boundaries”, was presented at the COW meeting on
September 25, 2007. The report details the areas of HRM that have received the service since the
summer of 2004. The report provides the financial, customer service, and current participation
implications, were the service to be solely provided to areas of1-IRM having urban and/or suburban
tax rate designation; or expanded to all of HRM for the months of July and August. The report
highlights that the communities within the eight residential collection areas receiving the service do
not align with the urban, suburban and rural tax rate designation.

The financial implications of expanding the weekly service to include the month of September
2008, is now available with the award of RFP 07-391. The cost of providing the service in June
2008 (in urban, suburban and/or rural HRM) is not known as the new five year residential collection
contracts commences July 1, 2008, As a guideline, the cost ofweekly service in June 2008 is based
upon the price submitted for September 2008. The price for June 2008 may be more costly as it is
the last month of the current five year contract - and staff and fleet may not be readily available as

each company prepares for the July l start of their new contracts.

1. Financial Implications:
The following details the cost of weekly green cart service during the four additional weeks
in July and August for the same communities that have received the service since 2004 (i.e.
the status quo), the cost of the service for all of the HRIVI in July and August, the cost of the
service in the status quo communities for two additional weelcs each in June and September,
and for all of HRIvI in June and September.

Monthly Cost of Weekly Green Cart Service

July and August June* and September

Status Quo $301,416.38 $295,700

All of HRM $375,234.13 $386,440
*June 2008 to be negotiated - (September 2008 half of total shown)

2. Customer Service Implications:
a) Current Participation

As noted on page three of the September 4, 2007 staff report, participation (i.e. carts
placed at the curb at the “extra week”) ranges from 14% in rural communities to 52%
in urban communities. Typically during the summer months, many residents are
often away from the place of residence while on vacation and travelling.

.s .IVMWN7i, fl) ,sJa.wtI,c. I.,-LI ‘fd



Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report - 3 - April 1, 2008

b) Fall 2007 CRA Survey
In November 2007, a survey was conducted by Corporate Research Associates to
measure the interest of residents for expanding the weekly service during July and
August to all ofHRM, for June and/or September in the same communities that have
received the service the past four summers, and for all of HRM. The following
summarizes the survey findings:

1. For residents who have received the service since 2004 in July and August:
87% support weekly green cart collection in June and September;

2. For residents who have not received the service in July and August:
66% support weekly green cart collection in July and August;

3. For residents who have not received the service in July and August:
55% support weekly green cart collection in June and September;

4. 64% of residents are opposed to paying a small fee for the service for July
and August;

5. 66% of residents are opposed to paying a small fee for the service for June
and September.

c) Data from Environment Canada
To fully assess all aspects of the potential benefits were weekly green cart service
level to be enhanced, staff reviewed the Environment Canada Monthly Data Report
for 2006 and 2007. The following information is provided:

Average (2006 and 2007) temperatures at the Halifax Stan field International
Airport

June 1 July August September

Mean Max 20.4 24.3 23.1 20.3
Temp

Mean Temp 15.6 19.5 18 15

Mean Mm 10.7 14.6 12.8 9.6
Temp

d) Nuisance Factor - Fruit Flies, Bears and Odour
To also assess all aspects of expanding the weekly green car service, staff looked at
the “nuisance factor”, specifically if there is a correlation between the occurrence of
fruit flies, the attraction of bears and odour, i.e. lessening of each, were weekly
summer green cart service to be provided in rural HRM, and/or enhancing the service

C .ISI,,,.’T..ptO4OI iLsIwN14Lwr.uNtx_3444a.C’.tlrc... C.n )p.,SI.n{U.pd



Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report - 4 - April 1, 2008

level to include June and September in “status quo” areas and all of HRM. The
following information is provided:

I) Fruit Flies
From information available on the Woodrow Wilson Biology Institute
website (http://www.woodrow.org/teacher/bi/I 994/life cycle.htrnl)
“There are four stages in the life cycle of a fruit fly: egg, larva, pupa and
adult. At a typical classroom temperature (21C) drosophila melanogaster
will produce new adults in two weeks... the life span of a fruit fly may be
several weeks.”

Fruit fly eggs, or larva, can be found on any piece of fruit. If fruit is not
washed, within a matter of hours (if near the completion of metamorphosis
at the end ofthe third instar of the puparium) fruit flies will be experienced.
The best defence to prevent fruit flies is to wash all fruit that is not
refrigerated.

From Environment Canada data, the optimum/idea temperature for the
production of fruit flies occurs during two months - July and August - when
the mean maximum temperature at the airport exceeds 2{C

ii) Bears
The possible correlation of the provision of weekly green cart service as a
preventative measure for nuisance from bears was discussed at the June21,
2007 meeting of the Solid Waste Resource Advisory Committee.
Attachment # 2 is a memorandum dated June 8, 2007 to Bill Karsten,
Chairman and Members of SWRAC entitled “Weekly Summer Green Carts
and Reports of Bears”. From the information provided by NS Department
of Natural Resources, 88% of reports of bear sightings between 2005 and
June 2007, occurred in communities of HRM that receive weekly green
cart collection in July and August.

As the information provided by the NS Department of Natural Resources
last June did not include reports of bears along the eastern shore, staff
recently obtained an update of reports of bears for all of 2007 (including in
the eastern shore area of HRM).

The NS Department ofNatural Resources has advised that bears sightings
have dropped from a total of 121 in 2006, to 45 in 2007. Many reports
were of the same animal sighted on various streets and subdivisions in the
same community on the same or successive days. Of the 45 sightings in
2007, 6 were reported in communities not receiving weekly green cart



Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report - 5 - April 1, 2008

service in July and August. Bear sightings are most frequent in newer
subdivisions in Hammonds Plains - where weekly green cart service is
provided in July and August.

As staff’s memo of June 21, 2007 notes, bears have an excellent sense of
smell and can be attracted by a variety of scents from barbeques, exterior
cat and dog food dishes, seeds at bird feeders, and the exterior storage of
refuse and organics. Another factor related to recent reports ofbears is that
new development has encroached on natural bear habitats. Preventive
measures residents can take against attracting bears are available on the
HRM website www.halifax.ca, through the Corporate Call Centre 490-
4000, and in the Naturally Green newsletter.

iii) Odours
At the April 6, 2004 meeting, Regional Council approved Alternative # 3-
weekly summer green cart collection in urban/suburban HRM (Halifax,
Dartmouth, Bedford, Sackville, Cole Harbour, Beechville, Lakeside,
Timberlea) at a cost of (then) of approximately $180,000.

Odour from green carts is most commonly experienced in the urban core
of HRIvI where residential lot size is typically the smallest, often with very
little or no front yard set back. At many residential properties in the urban
core, the green cart is often stored in close proximity to an entrance or
window. Many homes in the urban core directly abut the sidewalk,
resulting in the green cart being in direct sunshine throughout the day,
which causes an increase in the temperature inside a green cart. Those
benefiting the most from weekly green cart service are residents whose
homes are located in the dense urban core of the HRM.

Subsequent to the April 6, 2004 meeting, Regional Council approved
weekly summer green cart service in the following additional communities:
Cow Bay, Eastern Passage Herring Coves Waverley Fall River and
Fletchers Lake. Many properties in these communities have a larger sized
lot than in the urban core.

Summary:
The provision of weekly green cart collection is a significant expenditure - over $300,000
for the “status quo”, i.e. in the same communities in July and August 2008 that have received
the service since 2004. Changes to this service delivery at additional cost could include one
of the following:

Expanding weekly green cart service in July and August to all of HRM;
2. Expanding the service to include the months of June and/or September in the same

communities that are receiving the service in July and August;
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Weekly Green Cart Service Options
Council Report - 6 - April 1, 2008

3. Expanding the service to include the months of June and/or September for all of
HRM.

Based upon the participation rate in rural HRM, information from the Woodrow Wilson
Biology Institute, data from Environment Canada, low public support for funding the
expansion of the service to June and September and information provided by NS Department
of Natural Resources, that the current service level in the same communities continue for
future summners.

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

There are no budget implications. Funds for the provision of weekly green cart service in July and
August in the same communities are contained in the proposed 2008/09 Operating Budget.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES / BUSINESS PLAN

This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved Operating,
Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the utilization of
Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.

ATTACHMENTS

1. September 4, 2007 staff report “Weekly Summer Green Cart Collection - Review of Change
in Service Boundaries (with attached staff report of March 29, 2004 “Findings: Weekly
Summer Collection Cart Pilot Project”);

2. June 18, 2007 memorandum “Weekly Summer Green Carts and Reports of Bears”.

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.calcouncil/agendascfcagenda.html then
choose the appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 490-4210, or Fax
490-4208.

Original signed

Report Prepared by -

Jim Bauld, Manager, Solid Waste Resources (TPW) 490-6606
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Halifax Regional Council
September 25, 2007

Committee of the Whole

TO: Mayor Kelly and Members of Halifax Regional Council

Original Signed
SUBMITTED BY:

_______________________________

Milce Labrecque, Director, Transportation & Public Works

DATE: September 4, 2007

SUBJECT: Weekly Sumumer Green Cart Collection -

Review of Change in Service Boundaries

INFORMATION REPORT

ORIGIN

Solid Waste/Resource Advisory Committee meeting of June 8, 2006.

BACKGROUND

At the June 8, 2006 meeting of SWRAC, the following motion was approved:

“Moved by Councillor Snow, seconded by Councillor Karsten, that the status quo be maintained for

this summer and for the summer of 2007, in regards to weekly summer green cart collection, and

staff explore options of aligning it with the urban tax rate for the 2008 year, with implementation

considered for 2009,

Mr. Bauld noted that this decision may have ramifications for Councillors who do not serve on this

committee, and he suggested that the matter be provided to (Regional) Council for information.

The Chair concurred and advised that staff could provide the information at a Committee of the

Whole session.”

pS.,,4.,1#I2UO1DIDI ,.pd



Weekly Summer Green Cart Collection - Review of Change in Service Boundaries

COW Council Report - 2- September 25, 2007

DISCUSSION

Weekly summer green cart collection service has been provided since the summer of 2004. The cost

of the service in 2007/08 is $230,000.

The motion by Regional Council in April2004 to approve Alternative #3 ofthe March 29, 2004 staff

report (attached) for weeldy summer green cart service, was not specific to communities within the

urban tax rate, but rather was intended to respond where residents had generally expressed the most

need for the service. The communities initially receiving the service (all have urban tax rate

designation) included: •Halifax •Dartmouth Bedford •Sackville Cole Harbour Beechville

•Lakeside •Timberlea.

Subsequently, as approved by Regional Council, other communities were added - of which some

have urban and suburban tax rate designation being:

•Cow Bay - suburban •Eastem Passage - urban •Herring Cove - urban

‘Waverley - suburban Fall River - suburban and •Fletchers Lake - suburban

As detailed in Section 3 of this report, as all of the eight(8) residential collection zones are not in

alignment with the urban, suburban and rural tax rate designation, additional communities have

received the service (at no additional cost for the FIRM) as the homes receiving the service are a

continuation and/or a small section of a daily collection route, which originated in the above-

mentioned communities. The communities receiving the service are:

Kinsac - urban/suburban •Fergusons Cove - urban •Halibut Bay to Harriestfield -

rural •Beaverbank - urban/rural •Lucasville/Timber Trails Trailer Park - suburban

Windsor Junction - suburban •south section of Montague Gold Mines - suburban

•Stillwater Lake - rural Hammonds Plains - suburban/rural

1. Financial Implications
Removal of the service from those communities with rural tax rate designation is estimated

to reduce FIRM’s operating costs by approximately $6,500 in 2009/10.

Removal of the service from those communities with suburban tax rate designation is

estimated to reduce HRM’s operating cost by approximately $40,000 in 2009/1 0.

(Note: Both costs are estimates as a Request For Proposals (REP), for residential collection

services in all of HRM for five years commencing July 1/08, will be issued later this fall.

Prices will be confirmed and recommendations for all eight collection zones will be brought

to Regional Council for award early in the new year.)

Expanding weekly summer green cart service to all of HRM, i.e. to all rural areas, is

estimated to be an additional cost of approximately $70,000 - again, subject to the bids

received in response to the REP to be issued later this fall.
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Weekly Summer Green Cart Collection - Review of Change in Service Boundaries

COW Council Report - 3 -
September 25, 2007

2. Customer Service Implications
The removal of weekly summer green cart service from communities with rural tax rate

designation, that have been receiving the service, is estimated to affect 6,500 residences.

Removal of the service from communities with suburban tax rate designation is estimated

to affect 11,500 residences.

As a component of the “10% Challenge” launched in September 2004, staff has monitored

the participation rate of weekly summer green carts set out on three successive “extra”

collection weeks. The results indicate participation ranges from 3% to 35% in rural

communities, to 52% in urban areas of HRM. The results are as follows:

Participation (on the extra week)

Rural Tax Rate 2006 2005

Stiliwater Lake 11 out of 57 homes 19% N/A

Glen Arhour 20 out of 57 homes 35% N/A

Williamswood 8 out of 57 homes 14% 2 out of 57 homes 3%

Suburban Tax Rate 2006 — 2005

Kingswood 22 out of 57 homes = 38% N/A ——

Eastern Passage 20 out of 54 homes = 37% 18 out of 57 homes = 31%

Urban Tax Rate 2006 2005

Lower Saclcville N/A 30 out of 57 homes = 52%

Halifax Peninsula N/A — 29 out of 57 homes 51%

3. HR/il Solid Waste/Resources Collection Strategy

In September 1998, Regional Council approved the adoption of a Collection Strategy for the

new Solid Waste/Resource Management System, which was subsequently executed by

Regional Council in January 1999, with the approval of By-Law S-600. The Collection

Strategy was the result of an extensive review to achieve cost effective and efficient

collection services across the HRM. The key components of the Collection Strategy include:

i) the collapsing of twenty-one(2 1) residential collection zones into eight(8);

ii) biweekly collection of organics and refuse;

iii) biweekly collection of recyclables in rural HRIvI (previously monthly

collection);
iv) a limit of ten(l 0) bags/cans of refuse biweekly (previously ranged from

eight bags a week to twenty bags a week in former municipal units);
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v) the removal of collection services at non residential use properties; and

vi) limiting collection services to apartment buildings up to six(6) units.

The development and adoption of the Collection Strategy, consisting of eight(8) zones or

areas, was not for the purpose or intended to be in alignment with the urban, suburban or

rural tax rate designation. The primary objective of the Collection Strategy was to bring

efficiencies to residential collection services, which is currently servicing 125,000 residential

properties weekly. Unlike the provision of sewer and water, and Metro Transit services,

which generally are in alignment with urban tax rate designation, communities in four of the

eight collection zones where weekly summer green cart service is provided, include the

urban, suburban and rural tax rate designation, as follows:

C’ollection Area 3
Bedford - urban
Hammonds Plains - suburban/rural
Blue Mountain Estates - urban
Lucasville/Timber Trails - suburban
Upper Tantallon - rural
Stillwater lake - rural
Upper Hammonds Plains - rural

Collection Area 5
all of Sackville - urban
Kinsac - urban/suburban/rural
Waverley - suburban
Lalceview - suburban
Windsor Junction - suburban
Fall River - suburbn
Fletcher’s Lake - suburban
Beaverbanic - urban/rural

Collection Area 4
Fergusons Cove - urban
Herring Cove - urban
Beechville - urban
Lakeside - urban
Timberlea - urban
Halibut Bay to
Harriestfield - rural

Collection Area 6
Eastern Passage - urban
Cole Harbour - urban
WestphallLake Major urban
north section iviontague Mines urban
Cow Bay - suburban
south Montague Mines - suburban

4. RFPfor the Collection & Transportation of Source Separated Solid Waste (including

wee/dy summer green cart service)

IfRegional Council determines that the weekly summer green cart service is to be realigned

with the urban tax rate designation, thefollowing implications apply:

i) a major assessment and alignment of residential collection services, i.e.

week days and daily routes in collection Areas 3, 4, 5 and 6, potentially

impacting 18,000 homes;
ii) a major communications and education campaign informing residents ofthe

changes (i.e. withdrawal of weekly green cart service);

iii) potentially delaying the issuance of the RFP for residential collections

services scheduled for October for the next five-year collection contract,

and the award early in the new year; and
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iv) adding an element of risk for bidders (as staffing and equipment

requirements by bidders will need to be revised from the current scope of

work - which has been constant since 1998) potentially impacting the five-

year bid price(s) received by the HRM.

The eight residential collection service areas, as approved by Regional Council in 1998 as

part of the (then) new HRM Solid Waste Collection Strategy currently serving 125,000

residential properties every week, includes:
‘Area I - former City of Halifax
Area 2 - former City of Dartmouth

‘Area 3 former Town of Bedford, Hammonds Plains, Upper Tantallon and

Stillwater Lake
‘Area 4 -all of Western HRM, i.e Beechville, Lakeside, Timberlea, Herring Cove

to Sarnbro, Prospect, Peggys Cove, Tantallon, and Black Point to Hubbards

•Area 5 -Sackville, Beaverbank, Lucasville, Kinsac, Fall River, Waverley,

Lakeview, Windsor Junction, Wellington to Dutch Settlement and Carrolls

Corner
‘Area 6 -Eastern Passage, Cow Bay, Cole Harbour, Forest Hills, Westphal, Ross

Road to #7 Highway
‘Area 7 -Minesville, the Prestons, Porters Lake, the Lawrencetowns, the

Chezzetcooks and Conrad Settlement

‘Area 8 -the remainder of the Eastern Shore

At the time ofamalgamation, there were twenty-one(2 I) residential collection contracts from the four

former municipalities. For financial viability, i.e. to recovertheir capital and operating costs, several

contractors were providing collection services in three or more areas. The creation of eight

residential collection areas has benefited the HRM financially and in service delivery, as measured

by customer satisfaction of 90%.

5. Options for Alignment of the Service with communities wit/i Urban Tax Rate

Designation:
The motion approved by SWRAC on June 8, 2006, requested staff to explore options of

aligning weekly summer green cart service exclusive to communities having urban tax rate

designation. The options consist of the following:

i) Removal of the service from approximately 18,000 homes in communities in rural

and suburban 1-IRivI that have received the service since the summer of 2004;

ii) Including (i.e. expanding) the communities with urban tax rate designation to include

the 18,000 homes located in the seventeen( 17) communities listed in the four(4)

Residential Collection zones, that have received the service since 2004;

iii) Removing the service from those urban, suburban and rural communities that have

received the service at no additional cost to the HRM, that are a continuation of

collection day routes in communities, as detailed in the Discussion Section of this

report; and/or
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iv) Continuing to provide the service in those communities that have received the service

since 2004.

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

There are no budget implications for 2007/08 or subsequent years, provided the status quo (i.e. same

communities as present continue to receive weelcly summer green cart collection service in future

summers) is maintained.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES / BUSINESS PLAN

This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved Operating,

Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the utilization of

Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.

ALTERNATIVES:
As detailed in Section 5 of this report, there are several options or alternatives.

Since the provision ofweekly summer green cart service commenced in 2004, there have been very

few enquiries (average five/year) of residents requesting the service.

I. Based upon the participation rates, as detailed in Section 2 of this report, staff does not

recommend the expansion of the service to all of HRM.

2. The creation of a separate residential collection zone for the 18,000 homes in the

suburban/rural communities, which are not contiguous as they are located in four(4)

Collection zones, within eight(8) Council Districts, is not recommended

3. Deletion of the service from communities in rural äitd bUba] that are eivig tire

service, is not recommended.

4, Expanding the coverage area of the urban tax rate designation to those communities in

suburban and rural HRM that have received the service, is not recommended.

5. As the current service coverage area appears to meet (he demand, primarily in the urban and

suburban areas of HRM where property lots are smaller (often with very small or no front

or side yards), and reflects the direction by Regional Council to include specific communities

that have suburban tax rate designation, it is recommended that the status quo be maintained.
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ATTACHMENTS

March 29, 2004 staffreport entitled “Findings: Weekly Summer Collection Green Cart Pilot Project”

A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://w,.haIifax.ccounci l/agendasc/cagenda.htrnl then
choose the appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Cleric at 490-4210, or Fax
490-4208.

Original Signed
Report Prepared by

Jim Bauld, Manager, Solid Waste Resources 490-6606
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Original signed
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____________ _____

(nrMrT

Original signed

Dan En Deputy Chief Admiai’stmüve Officer

/

DATE: Marcb 29. 2004

SUBJECT: Fiudinas: Weekly Summer CollccrionGreen Cart Pi!ot Proiect —

ORIGIN

At the May 6, 2003 Realonai Council rnee:bg, the withdrawal oi SSO,000 from the. Service

Improvement Reserve was approved for the completion of a ‘.; eekly sulnmer collectiofl green cart

pilot project. The approval offuns ;or the rlot project foiloed discussions during the 2003-04

Budget Process.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that:

Based upon the marginal benefIts quantified during the eight-weeks weekly summer collection creen

cart pilot project, that the current senice )e el cfbi;ee);)y green cart collection, continue for frure

sumrn ems.
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BA CKGR OUND

The provision of a weekly summer green cart pilot project, at approximately 15,500 homes with a

biweekly control area of 6,000 homes, was conducted dudng an einht—week pcriod between July and

Aucusi in the ui-ban core of HRM. The purpose of the piloeproject was ID provide a cost-effective

method ofentpirically evaluating the impact of veoklv summer green cart collection on theoraariics

program participation and customer satisfctin. To ensure ti-ic evaluation was conducted thnut

bias, LU4 Consulting and SNC Lavaiin were engaged for the design and evaluatiOn oftheproject.

The results of the pilot project assisted HRJvI in dete mining if a recurring investment in weekly

suramer green cart collection throughout HRvI is warranted.

LO Parameters of the Study

LI Thje1ines:
Eight veeks commencing Itionday July 7h nd continuing to August 29th,

L2 Locadoiz:
Tuesday and Thursd’, collection area in Halifax: Thursday in Dartmouth: with

Wednesday, Halifax as the control area.

1,3 Ratio,1efor the FilotAreas:
Tne three weekly pilot areas represent a npica) mix of urban high densir’

development in the downtown core, a primarily mature residential area, and a

combinatioo of established and ncw residential neich’bourhoods. The pilot areas

included many properties with ‘ery small fcont and side yards where, typically,

higher number of nuisance c onplaints arc reported.

1.4 JtIcrsurerncnr:

a) Set-ow Rcre:
The frecuencv of green cart et-ouIs per household was measured.

bJ Tonnage:

_________

The weight cf the organics collected in the weekly and biweekly control area was

measured, Per household lonnage ficure was calculated.

ci Cistamnrr Saiisfacrion.
A survey as conducted to determine customer satisfaction with the weklv

collection. includinc if there was a reduction in cart-based nuisances, or if there

was a perceived program convenience promptin moore use ofihe green cart,
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DJSCUSSfON

To raise awareness of the eight-week weekly oreen carl collection sarce (July 7, 2003 to
August 29, 2003), a special weekly green can collection schedule was disu-ib’ated to approximately
I 5,500 homes in the study areas. Based upon theparameters stipulated above, aH the data gathered
during the eoht-week pilot project (by route monitors who measured the set-out ofgreen carts at the
curb, the weight o-f the organics in the collection vehicles front the pilot and control area, and the
door to door survey conducted at 385 homes) was tabulated and evaluated by LURA and
SNC Lavalin.

Fin dings

3. Set-Out Rate Frequency:

Participation (i.e. placement of the green cart at the curb) per week in the veek1y pilot area
was 53% as opposed to 68.5% in the bioeekly control area. In the pilot area over a two
week perind, there was 57% higher narnber of green cans placed at the curb for collectinn.
It is noted that 2] % of residents surveyed were away one week while 14% of residents were
away two weeks of the eight-week pilot project.

2. Organic Material Collected:

The amount oforganics collected in the control area was 8.8 kg/household. This compares
t 1 0.2 klhh in the pilci areas. Overall, the weight of organics collected was 35.9% higher
in the areas which received weakly collection.

3. CusiomerSetisfaction:

3. 1 B cprted Nuisi: ces (% ofpeople stir, ered,):

Control
none 7.6% 55,4%
flies in cart 28.6% 216%
strongodours 25.7% 22.1%
fruit flies 23.8% 15.7%
maggots 15.2%

12 Collection Preference (% ofpeople survcied:

Control Pilot
Biwee:lv 54.3% 27.9%
Weekly 45.7% 72.1%

——.—,‘--.-— ._L___t._. ‘1. ‘.-- --
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3.3 JViIlingn cr5 to pat for increased COIIL’ctIOn freq ucn cv (%ofpeople s izn’ej’ed)

Wjllinness Control Pilot
Yes 42.9% 564%
No 54.3% 321%

Sunimar of Findj

a) ‘1ekiv collection does ncI appear to increase ocerall participation in the organics
collection prooram; hbwe.er, those that participated now do so more frequently with
weekly collection

b) The set-out rate freeuency is 53% for weekly collection aid 68.5YD for biweekly

collection.

c) Weeklym-een can collection was found to increase organic tormaae collected by 15.9%
when compared to biweekly collection.

d) Reports of fruit flies and mao were lower in the weekly pilot areas, however, there
was little difference teaardinn odnurs and rlies in the green cart in the biweekly control
area and the weekly pilot area.

e) Residents are generailv more setistied with weekh’ green cart collection than biweekly
collection.

1) More residents in the pilot area were willing to pay an additional 53.00 per year for
increased surrirner areen cart collection.

An alvsis

Historical ?erforntciiice of the .Bi-Weekly Or,anic G’ree,z ca,-r Frogrorv:

Since the roflout of the 100.000 organic oreen carts across FiRM in I 990, the number of
residents reporting nuisances has dec:eased. HRM received reports of more residents
e’tperiencing. nuisances in the summer of 1999, than in subsequeiit sutnrner months. In
response, an enhanced solid waste Counicatiort and Educa:in campaign was developed
in 2001/2002. Akhouch fewer nuisances were reported in the pilot areas, weekly green can
collection has not tocalivelimnineted odour and flies nuisances, As residents ecome familiar
with the use of the green carts. the number of nuisances renorted has certerallv lessened.

A decrease in the number of residents eperiencinn nuisances since the summer of 1999 is
consisen1 with the eNperience in other rnunicipaiities that ha e implemented a similar green
cart program. S WRAC report dated March 7,2001 reported 150 complaints for the months
of Jub’ and August in 2000. For July and Ausust, 2002, summer before the pilot pro tram,
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the call center (Hansen) logged 64 complaints and 39 complaints far the same period durin
the pIlot program, 2003.

in the fall of 200), )1 engaged Ccorate Research cod Associate to conduct a surey
of residents measuring the overall satisfaction of Solid Waste Resources’ services and
collection pro-arns. The results ofihe surve were as follows:

Sat sfacrfan Rote:
Refuse Collection- 84%
Recycling Collection- 90%
Organics Collecsion
Household Hazardous \Vaste- 64% (a)
Information on Refuse services- 81%
information on Recycling services- 81%
Information on Orcanics services- 79%
Information on Household Had services- 55% (a)

Nato: (a) Since this sw-vej the HaiisholdHa:ardzs 1{sie proram has beel7 expanded
with additional Saturdays he HEW depot is opclJ, and residents can return left over late.t
and oil base pain?’ to ?acalEinfro Depoi?

The results of the survey in 200) rev&ed that most residents of I-IRM are satisfied with the
organics sreen cart proPrarn (and other SWR services). However. staff continues to seek to
improve ihe overall satisfariicn rate,

Cost Reneflt Analysis

The bnofit of weekly summer sreen cart collection (a hioher level of service for residenLs
has floancia] implications for NRvl. Stall’s analysis has determined that the cost ofweekly
collection for the pilot projeci for three collection days (2 in Hahfa I in Darnouth) is
approximately 5246/tonne. This compares to S 80iiomtes for biweekly collection oforoanics
during July and Aueust for all ofHRl

Based upon the 15.9%irtcreaseio organcscol1ected dtrinthe eight-weekpilotprojectstaff
has calculated the additionai increase oforganics that would be received in Area I (HaJifa).
Area 2 (Dartmouth) and in the eicht collection areas (all HRM) for a full five-day-week
(Monday to Friday) service, A cost comparison ofhiweekly orgariics collection, and she cost
ifa five-day-week, weekly collection vzsprovided in Areas I and 2 and in all ofl-lRMis as
follows:



Ara I (Haltfa Arta (Darimcuh I All HRM

Additicnal ranics, weekly 2t-es Ij—nncs

collection (5 day erk) -. (,. ,

Exi5lingbieckIy Col)ectic,n STh,7oa9t S6O,j’jnn S80JTrjnn

‘5 day nrek, wt’cklv collection SiC?iTorine SlI/Torine SI ]OlTcnnc

Annual costs fur weekly organic (zrcas lt2) S1OO,DD 5250,00a
collection in July and Auatjst

(‘sunc_J.’n macuse applics or act/all znd is sustaincd)

Based upon a five-dc-week, weekly organics collection in July and Auaust, the cost of
collection increases by art averace of 35%. As July and August are typically months v1en

organics received at the two conupast facilities is well within the 4S0 tonrtes weekly limit,
there are no contractual, operational. or financial implications with the processing of
additional oroanics recrived theourn a Weekly 5uinmer green cart collection. HRM would

not reelize any savinas at Oner Lal:e or an increase in revenue at the two compostidg
facilities, from a slight increase in organics collected with a weekly summer green can
service level.

Other Minicir?aJities

Service Level:

Ln 199S, Regional Council approved the service level for solid wasseiresources collection.
Based upon the following analysis, Council approvcd the policy of only ICI properties in
rural HRM receiving municipal collection services;
• fewer than 1,500 of the 11.000 industxialicornrnerciai flnsnnnional (lCf properties

received municipal coflettion;
many of the I ,500 ICI properties privatelysupplemented veelzly collection with thefr
own collection; and
the biweekly schedule for resi raiaiprc’periies would not meet the reQuirements of
the ICI sector.

in 2003. Coimci! approved the elimination of municipal collection services at all IC)
properties effecti e July, 2005, thereby establishing a uniform standard across all of HRM.

Of approimatelv forrv municioclities in Nou Scotia that have a green cart collection
system, only Lunenhurc and Mahone provide weekly green cart collection fora six-week
period during the summer. In Lunenburg and Mahone Eay1 all properties (including
reslaurants, cafes and B&Bs) receie niunicinal collection services, including green cart
coflectioru. The policy to provide weeld summer green cart collection in Lunenburg and
Mahone Bay during the short tourist season, responds mainly to reports of odours and flies
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at establishments that serve food. which are clustered along the main street andlor v.aterfi-ont
area of high peQesinan traftic.

The IC! properties (including restaurants, cafés, bars, etc.) in HRM are source separating
orsanics through private collection services, annually diverting in excess of 13,000 tonne,
Depending upon the volume of organks generated by the esiabllshmet and available
stmage the frequency ofprivate collection of orgarScs is ofttn more than once a week.

C on ci usia it

Resideritsin the weekly oroariicpilotpiogram are oenerally more satisfied withahisher level
ofservice, reported fewer nuisances of flies and odours, are willing to pay for the service and

the weekly service diverts more organics to the compost facilities. Presumab’y, the findings
would appl1o residents across HRM, especiallythe urban core where many properties have
iirrjted side and front yards. Fewer nuisances are reported from residents in niral HRM.
where properties have larser set backs and side or backyards.

The question staff has assessed, and for Council to consider, is what prioriry the weekiv
summer green caii collection should be given in relation to other demands of services
maintained by HRM. Assessment by staff, recognizing other financial pressures (includins

the disposition of recoveries from Hurricane Juan), is that the marginal benefits, with a
substantial cost per tonne for the additional tomes oforganics collected, do not warrantthe
praision of weekly summer green cart collection.

However, a review of the Solid \Vasie C&E campaign has identified art opportunity to
enhance the duration and number of HRM advertisements on local tlevisiort. instructing
residents hovbest to control green can nuisances during the summer months. Commencing

June 24,2004. the summer schedule for tele\sion advertisement will be enhanced from the
current six weeks to ten weeks. Funds for the additional advertisements are available from
the Solid Waste Resources C&E account.

Enhanced Service — Fuuzding Options:

Should Council deterrnirte weekly summer green cart collection in he provided, the reco try
of related expenses could he :ecovered through the general base lax rate or by the let’ of an
area male for soecific areas that the ser’ice is delivered.

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

As included in the bid price for RFP 0207 (Collection and Transportation of Source Separated
Solid Waste) the ccs1 of ?t tell green can collection during the months of July and August for all

of HR2\i is S250.000. The cost of v.eekly collection in the summer in Area I (Halifax) arid Area 2
(Dartmouth) is SI 00.000.

• ,____,___._______ __I,__-_._-2.__.__._. ,..,..... —
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Funding for weekly orcen can collection next summer, has not been identiled in the proposed 04/05
budgec As per the policy of Regional Council, funds for enhanced weekly summer green cart

collection require a corresponding reduction offset to ensure no net increase, or alternately an
increase in the tax rate for those residential properties receiving the eahanced coflectiori service.

It is staffs opinion that based upon the measured incrementaJ benefit ofa weekly summer organics
collection aivi the increase in she cost per wont (at S246/tonne for limited collection, and
Si lO/Tonne for all 8 areas) of the additional organic material diverted, that an expenditure for
weekly green cart collection in the summer of 2004 is not cost effective.

Total expenditure for the weekly summer collection green cart pilot project was £63,568 of the
580,000 approved from the Service Improvement Resere.

F1NANCJAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES /BUSlESjN

This reporicotnplies with the Municipaiiry’sMis]ti-t’earF5nancia] Strategy, the approved Operating,
Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures recardirig withdrawals from the utilization of
Capitai and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation.

ALTERNATJVES

One alternative is to provide ‘eeklv summer green cart collection for all ofHRM, at a cost
of S25OOO0 annuafly. Should Council proceed with weekly summer green cart collection,
I-tR21 must nodfv the residential contractor 60 days in advance of the. comncncement of the
service. As the costs of this program exceed existing budget allocations, Council would need
to identify a fundins source through the 04105 budget process. This is not recommended as
the benets of an enhanced service are marginal and not can effective.

2 A second a]iernati e Is the vrovision ofweeklv summer green cart collection in the urban
core ofHR4 where generally residotial proPerties have smaller front and side yards. The
cost of weekly summer green c,n colleclion in Area] (Halifa) and Area (rtmth) is
approximately Sl0O,000. This is not recommended.

S. A third alterntivc is ‘ ecklysummer green can collection in urbaa’suburban HRM (Halifax.
Dartmouth. Bedford, Sackille, Cole ?arhour, Beechvifle. Lakeside. Timberlea) at a rest of
approximately Si 80,000 annually, This is not recommended

I A fourth alternative is the provision cf week]” summer green can collection in peninsula
Halifax and downtown Dartmouth at a cost of approximately 540,000. This is net

recommended.

ATTACWfENTS
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I introduction

The purpose of the Weekly Organic Cart Collection Pilot Study was to determine
the benefits of a weekly collection of organics during the summer months. The
results were to be measured in terms of:

1. Organic material collected;
2. Set-out rate frequency; and
3. Customer satisfaction.

In particular, answers to the following questions were pursued:

1, Do residents who have weekly collection set their organic carts at the curb
more often than those with bi-weekly collection?

2. Does weekly collection translate into organic tonnage capture rates that
are higher, lower or the same as in areas with bi-weekly collection?

3, Does weekly collection reduce the instances of nuisance factors with the
organic carts, particularly nuisances with odours, flies and maggots?

4. Are customers more satisfied with weekly collection than bi-weekly
collection?

5. Are customers willing to pay more taxes for increased collection of
organics during the summer months?

This report is divided into five sections:

1. Introduction: describes the purpose of the study and the structure of this
report;

2. Methodology: describes the methodologies used to conduct the study;
3. Results: provides the results of the pilot study;
4. Discussion: interprets and discusses the results; and
5. Summary of Conclusions: presents the conclusions of the study.
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2 Methodo’ogy -_______________________________

The pilot study was carried out over an eight-week period beginning on Monday
July 7, 2003 and ending on Friday August 29, 2003.

Three areas within the study group received weekly collection of household
organics: the Halifax Tuesday organics collection area, the Halifax Thursday
organics collection area, and the Dartmouth Thursday organics collection area.
The Halifax Wednesday organics collection area was used as a control group.
Table 2.1 below lists their approximate household populations.

Table 2.1: Study Areas
Collection Study Area Pilot/Control Approx. Households
Halifax Tuesday Pilot 5,500
Halifax Thursday Pilot 7,000
Dartmouth Thursday Pilot 4,000 —

Halifax Wednesday Control 6,000

For each area, the amount of organics collected through the organics program
was measured, the set-out rates were monitored, and residents were surveyed
for their feedback. The methodologies for each study component are described in
sections 2,1 to 2.3.

2.1 Measuring Tonnage of Organics Material Collected

The amount of organics delivered to the organics composting facility during the
pilot was measured at the facility each week. The organics collection trucks were
weighed when they arrived at the facility and then again after the trucks were
emptied. The tonnage of organic material collected was calculated by subtracting
the weight of the empty truck from its weight when it was fulL The tonnage for the
pilot and the control areas was recorded and aggregated to determine the total
weight of organics collected over the eight-week period.

A moisture content correction factor of 10% was applied to the bi-weekly
collection tonnage. The correction factor was applied to account for-th& moisture
loss that occurs during the first week of the bi-weekly collection so that the bi
weekly collection tonnage would he directly comparable to the weekly collection
scenario.

There is little research to draw on to estimate the reduction in moisture content. It
is important to note however that the correction factor must be integrated on a
daily basis as the organic material added to the cart happens daily over the two
week time period. For example, the moisture loss from material placed in the cart
on day 1 of 13 will be greater than the moisture loss from day two material, etc.
There are several factors that cannot be modeled this way, however, including
the impact on moisture content from heat generated from the compost process,
which may accelerate the drying process.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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The correction factors are based upon evaporation rates associated with typical
organics and are an estimate based upon assumed evaporation rates.

As a reference, the study team at SNC-Lavalin weighed the actual moisture
reduction experienced in their own green carts after a two-week period. The
results provided a favourable correlation.

Finally, per-household tonnage figures were calculated for each area. This was
calculated by dividing the total tonnage of organics collected for a collection area
by the approximate number of households in the area. The values for the areas
receiving weekly collection were evaluated against the control to determine if
more organic material was collected from households with weekly collection than
from those with collection every other week.

2.2 Measuring Set-Out Rates

Set-outs were recorded for a sample of the households in each study area.
Approximately 4,930 households were monitored in the areas receiving weekly
collection, while 1,700 households were monitored in the control area. The
sample sizes are listed in Table 2.2 below.

Table 2.2: Monitoring Areas
Study Area PilotlControl Approx. Households Sample Size (total) Sample Size (%)
Halifax Tuesday Pilot 5,500 1,612 29%
Halifax Thursday Pilot 7,000 1,671 24%
Dartmouth Thursday Pilot 4,000 1,646 41%
Halifax Wednesday Control 6,000 1,700 28%

Statistically, a sample size of one in four of a target group of this size provides a
very high confidence interval.

Two routes within each area were monitored by field data recorders. Each route
covered between 790 and 859 households (the streets covered by the routes are
listed in Appendix A). The field data reordr waiKd Qf th QrgflJcS
collection trucks and noted if a green cart was set-out at each individual
household. The field data recorders also noted if other organics or grass
clippings (which were also considered other organics’) were set-out along with
the carts. Additionally, the recorders noted for possible future analysis the
number of garbage bags and recycling bags left at curbside.

In some cases, the recorders monitored streets that had already received
organics collection. If the cart was still by the curb, then the recorders would
mark off that it had been set out. If the cart was sitting by the house, the
recorders would mark a ‘pu” (which stood for “picked up”) in the no column, since
they could not he sure if the cart had been pulled back to the house by the
resident, or if it had not been set out. Generally, a ‘pu” was treated as not being
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set out (i.e. they did not participate for that week). It was noted however that the
overall number of Pu records was very small and would not change the
conclusion of the study.

The data collected was analyzed to:

• Determine the set-out rates for bi-weekly collection and weekly
collection;

• Determine the set-out rates for the regular weeks and the extra weeks
in the weekly collection areas;

• Determine how often residents set their carts out during the eight-week
period; and

• Determine how many residents took advantage of the extra weeks.

2.3 Measuring Customer Satisfaction

A door-to-door survey was conducted in the weekly and bi-weekly collection
areas between Friday, September 19 and Thursday, September 25. Based upon
a total number of 22,500 households in the overall study area, 385 households
were surveyed to provide survey data with a 5% confidence interval at a 95%
confidence level (that is, the survey results are accurate within 5%, 19 times out
of 20). The number of surveys completed in the individual study areas was
proportional to the overall distribution of households throughout the study areas.
Table 2.3 below shows the number of surveys that were conducted in the
individual study areas.

Table 2.3: Customer Survey Distribution
Area Pilot/Control Approx. Percentage of Number of

Households Total Households Households Surveyed

Halifax Tuesday Pilot 5,500 24% 92

HalifaxThursday Pilot 7,000 31% 119

Dartmouth Thursday Pilot 4000 18% 69

Halifax Wednesday Control 6,000 27% 105

Total 22,500 385

The survey was conducted to determine customer satisfaction with the collection
frequency in the test areas, and also in the control area. In particular, the survey
was to determine:
• If householders took advantage of the weekly collection;
• If householders had nuisance issues with their carts during the test period;
• If they felt that weekly collection diminished the amount of nuisance issues;
• If they prefer weekly collection to bi-weekly collection during the summer

months; and
• If they are willing to pay more, through their taxes, for this increased collection

service.
The survey form can be found in Appendix B.
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3 Results

3.1 Tonnage of Material Collected

Table 3.1 below shows the average weekly tonnage of organics per household

for the areas receiving weekly collection.

Study Area Pilot/Control Average Weekly Approx. Number Average Weekly
Generation

Tonnage (T) of Households (kglhh)
HalifaxTuesday Pilot 22.35 5,500 4.1
Halifax Thursday Pilot 37.79 — 7,000 5.4
Dartmouth Thursday Pilot 20.34* 4,000 5.1
Average for Total Pilot Area 4.9

Table 3.2 shows the average tonnage per household generated bi-weekly in the

control area.

Table 3.2: Averaqe Bi-Weeklv Household Tonnaqe Generation (Control Area
Average I Approx. Average Bi-Weekly

Study Area Pilot/Control Bi-Weekly I Number of Generation (kglhh)
Tonnage (T) j Households

Halifax Wednesday Control - 52.89* j 6,000 8.8
Average bi-weekly tonnage = measured average bi-weekiy tonnage 48.08 T plus moisture

correction of 10%

The weekly tonnages are found in Appendix C.

3.2 Set-Out Rates

3.2.1 Rates

Table 3.3 presents the average set-out rates for the weekly and bi-weekly

collection areas. As can be seen in the table, the average set-out rate was

greater in the bi-weekly collection area than in the weekly collection areas. In the

weekly collection areas, households were found to set their cart out more often

on their regular collection day than on the extra week.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection

Table 3.1: Averacie Weekly Household Generation of Organics (Pilot Areas)

* The pilot started on a week when the Dartmouth Thursday collection route had their regular bi
weekly collection of organics. Because of this, the tonnage value for the first week of the pilot in
the Dartmouth Thursday collection area actually included two weeks of organics. For the purpose
of this study, the value was divided by 2 to provide a value for the tonnage of organics collected
during the first week of the pilot in the Dartmouth Thursday area.

_______________
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Table 3.3: Average Set-Out Rates by Area
Weekly/ Average Set- Average Set-Out Rate Average Set-Out
Bi-Weekly Out Rate (Regular Weeks) Rate (Extra Weeks)

Weekly 53.2% 60.3% 46.1%
Bi-Weekly (control) 68.5%

As Table 3.4 illustrates, there were variations in the set-out rates according to

route. For example, the set-out rates measured in Halifax Tuesday Route 2 were

much greater than those measured in Halifax Tuesday Route 1.

Table 3.4: Set-Out Rates by Route
Route Average Set-Out Rate

Pilot Areas
Halifax Tuesday — Route 1 37.5%
Halifax Tuesday — Route 2 72.5%
Halifax Thursday — Route 1 43.2%
Halifax Thursday — Route 2 67.5%
Dartmouth Thursday — Route 1 51.5%
Dartmouth Thursday — Route 2 47.0%

Control Area
Halifax Wednesday — Route 1 58.5%
Halifax Wednesday — Route 2 78.5%

The set-out rates for each week can be found in Appendix D.

3.2.2 Use of Extra Collections

The data analysis examined the number of times each household set their carts
out at the curb for organics collection. The analysis found that:

• 48% of the pilot program participants set out carts 5 or more times during the 8
week study;

• 33% of the pilot program participants set out carts 6 or more times during the 8
week study;

• 18% of th& pilot program participants set out carts 7 or more times during the 8
week study; and

• 6% of the pilot program participants set out carts every week during the study.

Table 3.5 below shows on average how often households in the study areas set-

out their carts for organics collection.

Table 3.5: Number of Set-Outs per Household
Percentage of Households Setting their Cart Out n Times

Pilot/Control During the 8 Week Study Period
n0 n1 n=2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8

Pilot 9% 7% 8% 12% 14% 15% 15% 12% 6%
Control 9% 9% 17% 29% 35% na

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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3.2 Customer Satisfaction

This section deals primarily with the results from the customer survey. The
complete results from the customer survey, including comments, can be found in
Appendix E.

3.2.1 Reported Occurrences of Set-Outs

In the door-to-door survey, householders were asked how often they set their
carts out for collection during the 8-week pilot period. The majority of
respondents reported setting their cart out each week; 60% of respondents in the
pilot area reported setting their carts out each of the eight weeks, and 79% of
respondents in the control area reported setting their carts out each of the four
weeks. As Table 3.6 shows, the reported number of set-outs were significantly
different from what was measured on the street.

Table 3.6: Reported Set-Out Occurrences
Number of Control Control Pilot Pilot
Times (Surveyed, n=105) (Monitored) (Surveyed, n=280) (Monitored)

Eight Na Na 60.0% 6%
SixorSeven Na Na 16.8% 27%
Five Na Na 8.6% 15%
Four 79.0% 35% 11.8% 14%
Three 14.3% 29% — 2.1% 12%
Once or Twice 6.7% 26% 0% 15%
Not at all 0% 9% 0.7% 9%

There are several reasons that may explain the inconsistencies between the
measured values and the self-reported, some of which may include:

1. The survey responses primarily reflect beliefs, perceptions and
intentions of the survey respondents rather than their actual
behaviours;

2. The respondents may have exaggerated how often they set-out their
organic-s carts as they p-erceive th-at behaviour to be morally good;

3. The respondents may not have been able to remember occurrences of
not setting the cart out, and therefore assumed that the cart was set
out on each collection day;

4. The respondents may have wanted to give the impression that they
were using the program properly and fully; and

5, The households visited by the surveyors may have been the ones that
really did set their carts out more often.

It should be noted that surveys often experience over-reporting of behaviours
that are perceived to be good.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection
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3.2.2 Green Cart Nuisances

Table 3.8 shows the types of nuisance issues reported by the survey
respondents.

Table 3.8: Reported Green Cart Nuisances
Control Pilot

Nuisance (n=105) (n=280)
None 47.6% 55.4%
Flies in the cart 28.6% 23.6%
Strong, unpleasant odours 25.7% 22.1%
Fruit flies in the home 23.8% 15.7%
Maggots 15.2% 8.9%
Rodents 1.9% 0.7%
Other 0% 1.1%

As seen in the table, fewer respondents in the area receiving weekly collection
reported experiencing nuisances than those in the bi-weekly collection area.

3.2.3 Householder Absence

Table 3.8 below shows how many weeks householders reported being away
from their home during the 8-week study period.

Table 3.8: Reported Absence from Household
Number of Weeks Control Pilot
None 51.4% 57.5%
One Week 21.9% 21.4%
Two Weeks 20.0% 14.3%
Three Weeks 1.0% 2,9%
More than Three Weeks 4.8% 3.6%

3.2.4 Perceived Impact of Weekly Collection on Nuisances

In the customer survey, the survey respondents were asked if they agreed that
weekly collection reduces the occurrence of green cart nuisances. They were
thenasked ifthey agreed that weekly collection eliminates the occurrence of
green cart nuisances. The results are presented in Table 3.9 below.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection
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Table 3.9: Reported Perceptions of the Impact of Weekly Collection on

Green Cart Nuisances

Reduces Occurrences Eliminates Occurrences
Agreement Control Pilot Control Pilot

(n105) (n280) (n105) (n280)

Strongly agree 15.2% 51.1% 2.9% 10.7%
Somewhat agree 42.9% 24.6% 27.6% 30.0%
gjeement Total 58.1% 75.7% 30.5% 40.7%-
Somewhatdisagree 24.8% 16.4% 11.4% 21,4%
Strongly disagree 15,2% 5.3% 22.9% 25.4%
Disagreement Total 40.0% 21.7% 34.3% 46.8%
No answer 1.9% 2.5% 35.2% 11.79%

The table shows that the respondents from the areas receiving weekly collection
were more likely to agree — and agree more strongly — that weekly collection will
reduce green cart nuisances.

3.2.5 Willingness to Pay for Extra Service

Respondents were told that it would cost about $3.00 per year per household for
weekly collection of organics carts during July and August. They were then asked
if they would be willing to pay an additional $3.00 per year in municipal taxes for
weekly collection of organics in July and August. As seen in Table 3.10, the
respondents from the pilot areas were more likely to be willing to pay than those
from the control area.

Table 3.10: Willinqness to Pa ‘for Extra Collections

Control Pilot
Willing to Pay? (n105) (n280)

Yes 42.9% 66.4%
No 54.3% 32.1%
Not Sure 1.0% 0.7%
No Answer 1.9% 0.7%

3.2.6 Collection Preference

As seen in Table 3.11 below, nearly three-quarters of respondents from the pilot
area said that they would prefer to have their organics collected every week
instead of every two weeks. In the control area, slightly less than half (46%)
preferred weekly, while slightly more than half (54%) preferred hi-weekly.

Eiible 3.11: Collection Preference

Preference Control I Pilot
I (n105) I (n280)

Every two weeks I 54.3% I 27.9%
ekly I 45.7% I 72.1%

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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4 Discussion

4.1 Do residents who have weekly collection set their organic
carts at the curb more often than those with bi-weekly
collection?

4.1.1 Set-Out Rates

The average set-out rate for households receiving bi-weekly collection (68.5%)
was found to be 28.8% greater than those receiving weekly collection (53.2%)
during the pilot.

The average set-out rate in the pilot areas was elevated during the regular
collection weeks (60.3%) and lower during the extra weeks (46.1%). This trend
was more pronounced during the initial weeks of the pilot and less so during the
final weeks. The cause of this is unclear, but possible explanations may include
that:

• Households may have been inclined to initially continue their bi-weekly
pattern of organ ics collection; or

• Some households may not have been immediately aware of the pilot.

It should be noted that set-out rates varied between routes. For instance, the
average set-out rate for route 2 in the Halifax Tuesday collection area was 35
percentage points greater than the rate for route I in the Halifax Tuesday
collection area. The four routes with the highest average set-out rates were:

• Halifax Wednesday Route 2 (bi-weekly collection) — 78.5%
Halifax Tuesday Route 2 (weekly collection) — 72.5%

• Halifax Thursday Route 2 (weekly collection) — 67.5%
• Halifax Wednesday Route 1 (bi-weekly collection) — 58.5%

At this time, the factors influencing the set-out rates in the study areas are not
known and would require subsequent analysis and interpretation including the
consideration of demographics such as population densities, dwelling types,
education and income levels, etc.

4.1.2 Number of Set-Outs

The overall participation rate for weekly collection was found to be lower than for
bi-weekly collection. However, when the total number of set outs for the weekly
areas are compared to the control participation rates, the weekly collection
program results in a 55 % increase in the number of individual set-outs.

The following example is used to explain the rationale for this observation.
Assume that there are two collection areas, and each contains 1,000

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December2003
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households. One area (Area A) receives bi-weekly collection of organics, while
the other area (Area B) receives weekly collection of organics. In Area A, the
average participation rate for bi-weekly organics collection is 68.5%. This
amounts to 685 green cart set-outs every two weeks. In Area B, the average
participation rate for weekly organics collection is 53.2%, which amounts to 532
green cart set-outs per week, or 1,064 set-outs every two weeks. This is 379
more green cart set-outs (an increase of 55%) for the area receiving weekly
collection than the area receiving bi-weekly collection.

One implication of this finding is that the average number of stops that an
organics collection truck makes over a two-week period will increase by 55% by
going from bi-weekly collection to weekly collection.

4.1.3 Use of Extra Collections

While several households took advantage of the extra organics collections
(nearly half of the households took advantage of the additional collections at
least once, and one-third took advantage of them at least twice), it does not
appear that providing extra collections increased overall participation in the
program.

In both the pilot areas and in the control area, 9% of households did not
participate in the organics collection program, and about 80% used the cart on
average at least once per month (for some households, using the cart once per
month may be sufficient. For example, individuals that backyard compost or
families consisting of only one or two people may not produce significant
amounts of putrefiable waste, which may allow them to set their cart out for
collection only once per month).

4.7.4 i-rrecr or /4osences on .er-uur hares

Householders being away from their homes for summer vacation during the pilot
period may have resulted in lower set-out rates than might be experienced during
other parts of the year, but fairly represents expected vacation behaviours for
subsequent years. For instance, 47.7% of survey respondents in the control area
reported that they were away from their home for at least one week, with 42.2%
reporting so in the pilot areas. In general, the percentage of householders
reporting time away from their homes during the months of July and August was
marginally greater in the control area than in the pilot area.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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4.1.5 Conclusions

o The set-out rate is lower for weekly collection when compared to the set-out
rates for bi-weekly collection.

• The total number of set-outs during a two-week period increases by 55% with
weekly collection.

• Weekly collection does not appear to increase overall participation in the
organics collection program; however, those that participate now do so more
frequently with weekly collection.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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4.2 Does weekly collection translate into organic tonnage
capture rates that are higher; lower or the same as in areas
with bi-weekly collection?

4.2.1 Tonnage Generation Rates

Weekly collection resulted in a tonnage increase of 11 .2% in the average amount
of organics recovered per household.

To determine this, the average weekly tonnage of organics generated per
household in the areas receiving weekly collection (4.9 kg!hh — see Table 3.1)1

was extrapolated to bi-weekly by multiplying it by two. This provided a value of
9.8 kg!hh for the average amount of organics collected per household for the
areas receiving weekly collection of organics. As see in Table 3.2, the average
bi-weekly generation of organics per household in the area receiving hi-weekly
collection was found to be 8.8 kg/hh (after correction for moisture loss). When
comparing the two values, it is seen that the areas that received weekly
collection of organics had 11.2% more organics recovered per household than
the area that received hi-weekly collection of organics.

4.2.2 Conclusions

• Weekly collection was found to increase capture rates by 11 .2% compared to
hi-weekly collection.

1 Note that this average generation per household is for all of the households in the pilot areas (a total of
approximately 1 6500 households). The tonnage per household of organics for the three pilot areas
receiving weekly collection are found in Table 3.1.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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4.3 Does weekly collection reduce the instances of nuisance
factors with the organic carts, particularly nuisances with
odours, flies and maggots?

4.3.1 Reported Nuisances

The survey results reveal a trend that appears to indicate that households
receiving weekly collection are likely to experience fewer green cart nuisances.
However, the differences in the rates of nuisances reported between the control
and the pilot areas were small (8.1 percentage points or less). Only three
nuisance categories had variances between the pilot and control areas greater
than the confidence interval: no nuisances (7.8 percentage points), fruit flies in
the home (8.1 percentage points), and maggots (6.3 percentage points).

4.3.2 Perceived Impact of Weekly Collection on Green Cart Nuisances

The survey data shows that residents in the weekly collection areas are more
likely than those in the bi-weekly areas to strongly agree that weekly collection
reduces green cart nuisances. One possible explanation for this is that, if the
residents in the pilot areas felt they experienced fewer nuisances, then they may
attribute it to the weekly collection.

It is currently unclear what impact, if any, other factors in the pilot and control
areas may have had on green cart nuisances during the study period. For
example, in September 2002, HRM conducted a survey of its urban and sub
urban residents to determine the level of satisfaction with the organics collection
program. With all things being equal, then one would expect that the amount of
green cart nuisances experienced in the control area should be similar to those
amounts reported in the September 2002 survey. However, the amount of green
cart nuisances reported in the control area was considerably lower than what
was reported in the September 2002 survey. Other factors that may have
reduced the incidence of green cart nuisances in the control area, and therefore
in the pilot area, may include:

• Climate conditions, such as temperature, humidity and rainfall; and/or
• Changes in green cart usage behaviours.

4.3.3 Conclusions

• The customer survey indicates that weekly collection may reduce green cart
nuisances.

• Residents that received weekly collection were more likely to agree that
weekly collection reduces green cart nuisances than those that received bi
weekly collection.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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4.4 Are customers more satisfied with weekly collection than
bi-week!y collection?

4.4.1 Collection Preference

Nearly three-quarters of households in the pilot area would prefer to have weekly
organics collection as opposed to bi-weekly collection, based on survey results.
In the control area, slightly more than half prefer bi-weekly collection, while
slightly less than half would prefer weekly. This may indicate that residents are
significantly more likely to prefer weekly collection once they experience it.

4.4.2 Collection Preference and the Perceived Impact of Weekly Collection

In Tables 4.1 and 4,2, it can he seen that those who agree that green cart
nuisances are reduced by weekly collection are more likely to prefer weekly
collection, and those that disagree are more likely to prefer bi-weekly collection.
For example, in the pilot area (see Table 4.1), 95.8% of survey respondents who
strongly agreed that weekly collection in the summer reduces the occurrence of
green cart nuisances preferred weekly collection of organics. Conversely, 93.3%
of survey respondents that disagreed with that statement preferred bi-weekly
collection.

Table 4.1: Collection Preference vs. the Degree of Agreement that Weekly
Collection Reduces Green Cart Nuisances (Pilot Area)

Degree of Agreement that Weekly Collection Reduces
Green Cart Nuisances (Pilot Area)

Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly
Strongly + Strongly +

Somewhat Somewhat
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

(n = 143) (n = 69) (n = 46) (n 15)
Agree Disagree

(n=212) (n=61)
I Everytwo

4.2% 246% 783% 933% 108% 820%Collection weeks

Weekly 95.8% 75A% 21.7% 6.7% 89.2% 18.0%Preference

As seen in Table 4.2, this trend was even more pronounced in the control area:
1 000% of surve-y respondents that strongly agreed with the statement preferred
weekly collection of organics, while 100.0% of survey respondents that strongly
disagreed preferred bi-weekly collection.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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Table 4.2: Collection Preference vs. the Degree of Agreement that Weekly
Collection Reduces Green Cart Nuisances (Control Area)

Degree of Agreement that Weekly Collection Reduces
Green Cart Nuisances (Control Area)

Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly Strongly + Strongly +

Somewhat Somewhat
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

(n = 16) (n = 45) (n = 26) (n = 16)
Agree Disagree
(n=61) (n42)

I Everytwo
0.0% 31.1% 100.0% 100.0% 23.0% 100.0%Collection I weeks

Preference I
Weekly 100.0% 68.9% 0.0% 0.0% 77.0% 0,0%

This indicates that the preference for weekly collection is strongly correlated to
whether residents believe that weekly collection will reduce green cart nuisances.

4.4.3 Conclusions

• Customers appear to be more satisfied with weekly collection than with bi
weekly collection.

• Those who agree that green cart nuisances are reduced by weekly collection
are more likely to prefer weekly collection, and those that disagree are more
likely to prefer bi-weekly collection.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection
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4.5 Are customers willing to pay more taxes for increased
collection of organics during the summer months?

4.5.1 Willingness to Pay

More customers in the pilot area were willing to pay an additional $3 per year in
taxes for increased collection than in the control area. However, in both the
control area and in the pilot areas, the willingness to pay was found to be closely
associated with whether the survey respondents preferred weekly collection or
not. As can be seen in Table 4.3, about 9 in 10 survey respondents that said they
preferred weekly collection also said that they were willing to pay the extra $3.00
per year. Conversely, about 9 in 10 survey respondents expressing preference
for bi-weekly collection also said that they were not willing to pay the extra $3.00
per year.

Table 4.3: Willingness to Pay vs. Collection Preference
Collection Preference

Pilot Control
Every two Weekly

Every two
Weekly

weeks weeks
(n = 202) (n48)

(n78) (n57)
Willing to I Yes 7.7% 89.1% 1.8% 91.7%
Pay? No 89.7% 9.9% 93.0% 8.3%

4.5.2 Conclusions

• More customers in the piTot area were willing to pay an additional $3.00 per
year in taxes for increased collection than in the control area.

• Customers that prefer weekly collection are significantly more willing to pay
the extra $3.00 per year than those customers that prefer bi-weekly collection.
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5 Summary of Condusons

Set-out rates

The set-out rate is lower for weekly collection when compared to the set-out
rates for bi-weekly collection.

The total number of set-outs during a two-week period increases by 55% with
weekly collection.

• Weekly collection does not appear to increase overall participation in the
organics collection program.

Tonnage capture rates

• Weekly collection was found to increase capture rates by 11 .2% compared to
bi-weekly collection.

Green cart nuisances

• The customer survey indicates that weekly collection may reduce green cart
nuisances.

• Residents that received weekly collection were more likely to agree that
weekly collection reduces green cart nuisances than those that received bi
weekly collection.

Satisfaction with weekly co’lection

• Customers appear to be more satisfied with weekly collection than with bi
weekly collection.

• Those who agree that green cart nuisances are reduced by weekly collection
are more likely to prefer weekly collection, and those that disagree are more
likely to prefer bi-weekly collection.

Willingness to pay for extra collection

• More customers in the pilot area were willing to pay an additional $3.00 per
year in taxes for increased collection than in the control area.

• Customers that prefer weekly collection are significantly more willing to pay
the extra $3.00 per year than those customers that prefer bi-weekly collection.

Pilot Study of Weekly Organic Cart Collection December 2003
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Appendix A: MonitoHng Routes

Halifax Tuesday — Route 1

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Creighton Street 201 321 29, 2307-2379 2010-2130, 2324-2378
Maynard Street 2003-21 17B, 2383-2315 2008-2120, 2368-2308
Bauer Street 2013-2119 2012B-2122
Falkland Street 5523-5667 5514-5656
Cogswell Street 5515-5659 None
North Park Street 2003-2075 None
Cornwallis Street 5653-5677 5558-5664
Woodill Street 5665-5695 5664-5690
Agricola Street 2347-2371, 2411-2539 2344-2378, 2412-2550
Harris Street 5679-5693 5654-5694
West Street 578 1-5837 5774-5872
Willow Street 5747-6177 5714-6178
Charles Street 5795-6175 5812-6192
John Street 2419-2483 2420-2500
Davison Street 2419-2487A None
Robie Street None 2390-25 16
Clifton Street 2315-2403 2316A-2396
Hunter Street 2315-2391 2304-2374
Compton Avenue 6025-609 1 6024-6080
Williams Street 6027-6065 60246058
Cunard Street 6011-6051 6018-6082

Halifax Tuesday — Route 2

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Hennessey Place 5501-5551 None
Kane Place 5507-5549 5508-5552
Livingstone Place 5507-5549 5508-5552
Stairs Place 5508-5550 5507-555 1
Stanley Place 5506-5550 5507-5551
Columbus Place 5507-555 1 5508-5552
Merkel Place 5507-5555 5512-5554
Cabot Place 5508-5554 5505-5555
SebastianPlace None 550855-52
Agricola Street 31 67-3401 3168-3400
Kane Street 5865-5887 5860
Robie Street 3169-3365, 3585-3761 3244-3362, 3570-3768
Cabot Street 5685B-5895 5688A-5882
Isleville Street None 3144-3350
Stairs Street 5659-5883 5640-5880
Columbus Street 5655-5881 5658-5882
Memorial Drive 3675-3927 3742-3884
Basinview Drive 3655-3855 3672-3860
High Street 3583-3801 3604-3800
Rosemade Avenue 3609-3727 3580-3704
Leeds Street 5909-622 1 6004-6224
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Halifax Wednesday — Route I

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Poplar Street 2019-2593 2028-2596
Elm Street 2005-2585 2018-2594
Kline Street 2025-2597 2018-2598
Chebucto Road 6235-6241, 6277-6319 6208-6422
Duncan Street 6209-6329 6204-6326
Lawrence Street 6111-6327 6106-6328
Allan Street 6121-6321 6120-6320
Beech Street 1727-2113 1722-2112
Connaught Avenue 1759-1771, 1929-1969 1734-1784, 1910-1984
Bloomingdale Terrace 1725-1791, 1919-1987 1720-1790, 1910-1988
Rosebank Avenue 1731-1791, 1917-1979 1748, 1932-1988

Halifax Wednesday — Route 2

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Young Street 6327-6577 6326-6580
Cork Street 6337-6577 6324-6576
Liverpool Street 6323-6575 6336-6574
London Street 6335-6577 6336-6580
Edinburgh Street 6327-6579 6328-6574
Almon Street 6325-6573 6326-6572
Berlin Street 6333-6475 6326-6470
Vienna Street 6331-6479 6332-6480
Summit Street 634 1-6483 6342-6470
Seaforth Street 6235-6485 6228-6476
North Street 6221-6317 6220-6316
Dublin Street 2621-3025 2650-3020

Dartmouth Thursday — Route I

-Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Boland Road 1-23, 75-79 2-20
Cairn Street 1-17 None
Graham Street 3-25 2-24
Westbrook Avenue 3-19 4-16
Eastbrook Avenue 3-19 2-18
FAeeSStret - 1-35 2-34
Victoria Road 23-171, 203-207 26-180
Myrtle Road 11-23 4-22
Maple Street 3-19 - None
Pine Street 7-65 2-58
Rose Street 3-89 4-84
Oak Street 15, 19 6
Tulip Street 1-79 2-80
Dahlia Street 1-63 2-50
Crichton Avenue 67-221 72-218
Oakdale Crescent 1-25 2-66
Mount Pleasant Avenue 5-51 6-52
Crichton Park Road 1-31 8-32
Clearview Crescent — 2,4 3-9
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Dartmouth Thursday — Route I (continued)

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Forest Road 1-35 2-36
Thistle Street 19-127 18-124
Slayter Street 1-79 2-78
Park Avenue None 34-54
King Street None 8-38, 110
Church Street 39, 49 42, 44
Wentworth Street 1-9,43-75 50-74
Cheltonham Court 7-19 4-14

Dartmouth Thursday — Route 2

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Sinclair Street 1-29 4-54
Wyndholme Avenue 17-23, 41, 45, 47 20-28, 44, 46
Medford Street 5-27 4-14
Highwood Street 5-23 6, 8
Murray Hill Drive 1- 49 2-50
Summit Street 5-21 2-20
Portland Street 215-307, 321-401 212-310, 322-414
Joifre Street 1-275 2-276
Canterbury Street 5-29 8-28
Silvers Road 1-11 6
Hawthorne Street 7-71 6-84
James Street 3-23 10-24
Erskine Street 5-51 2-22, 38-48
Elliot Street 7-39 10-26
Pleasant Street 11-161 10-150
Newcastle Street 3-95 16-70, 76-88
Hazelhurst Street 33-67 36-66
Blink Bonnie Terrace 1-29 20-30
Johnstone Avenue 57-101 52-100
Dustan Street 129 2-46
Rodney Road 1-37 6-48
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Halifax Thursday Route I

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Meirose Street 5-25 1 2-252
Sunnybrae Avenue 3-43, 75-128 2-44, 76-128
Central Avenue 7-47, 79-135 2-48,80-136
Rosedale Avenue 5-153 10-154
Woodbury Drive 1-39 2-40
Rockhaven Drive 25-47 26-38
Dickson Avenue 1-29 8-22
Cascade Drive 7-19 2-20
Oakhill Drive 3-33 2-34
Torrington Drive 9-21 8-24
Flamingo Drive 51-127 52-116
Amberwood Court 5-19 4-20
Dipper Crescent 3-43 3-43
Kingfisher Crescent 1-41 4-58
Nightingale Drive 3-75 2-82
Canary Crescent 3-47 2-50

Halifax Thursday — Route 2

Street Odd Civic Numbers Even Civic Numbers
Woodward Crescent 3-79 4-90
Glenforest Drive 69-221 70-2 10
Willowbend Court 13-57 18-42
HiHwood Crescent 5-49 4-38
Tangmere Crescent 7-93 10-114
Deepwood Crescent 5-129 6-118
Hazeiholme Drive 5-123 2-122
Clayton Park Drive 9-97 12-96
Bayview Road 27-115 32-102
Laurentide drive 1-55 2-50
Gateway Road 1 1-53 24-52
Chartwell Lane 1-67 2-62
Lincoln Crescent 35-99 80
Wedgewood Avenue 1-61 6-62
Wilson Boulevard 3-17 2-18
Glenn Drive 3-29 4-28
Bechwondiarraea
Edward Laurie Drive 1-61 8-56
Broadholme Lane 5-29 2-30
Ohara Drive 1-21 4-22
Marlwood Drive 5-51 4-48
Robert Allen Drive 1-31 4-30
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Appendix B: Survey Questions
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HRM Organics Collection Pilot Customer Survey- Summer 2003

Introduction
During July and August, the Halifax Regional Municipality ran an 8-week pilot project in your area to
evaluate the weekly collection of the organics green carts. Do you mind answering 10 brief questions to
help us in the evaluation? It should take only two or three minutes.

1. During the 8 weeks of the pilot, how often did you put your cart out? (Select only one.)

tJ Eight times (in test area only)
LJ Six or seven times (in test area only)
U Five times (in test area orjy
U Four times
U Three times
U Once ortwice
U Not at all

2. Did you experience any of the following nuisances with your green cart during the months of
July and August? (Select only one.)

U Strong, unpleasant odours
U Fruit flies in the home
U Flies in the cart
U Maggots
U Rodents
U Other (please specify)
U No nuisances

3. How many weeks were you away from your home during the months of July and August?
(Select only one.)

Li None
Li One week
Li Two weeks
Li Three weeks
Li More than three weeks

In the next two questions, we would like to know if you strongly agree, somewhat agree,
somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements.

4. “Weekly organics collection in the summer reduces the occurrence of cart nuisances’?” Do
you: (Select only one.)

Li Strongly agree
Li Somewhat agree
Li Somewhat disagree
Li Strongly disagree
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5. “Weekly organics collection in the summer eliminates the occurrence of cart nuisances?” Do
you: (Select only one.)

IJ Strongly agree
LI Somewhat agree
LI Somewhat disagree
LI Strongly disagree

6. (Ask of test area respondents only) Have you experienced any benefits in having
organics collected on a weekly basis? If so, what were they?

7. Collecting the organic green cart each week during July and August would cost an extra $3.00
per year per household. Would you be willing to pay an additional $3.00 per year in municipal
taxes for weekly collection of organics in July and August? (Select only one.)

LI Yes
LINo

8. Should green cart organics be collected every week or every two weeks in the summer?

LI Every week
LI Every two weeks

9. Do you own or rent these premises?

LI Own
LI Rent

10. Do you have any comments about the pilot?

(For canvasser) Indicate pilot area of respondent - do not ask

LI Tuesday Halifax
LI Wednesday Halifax (Control)
LI Thursday Halifax
LI Thursday Dartmouth
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Appendix C: Organ ics Tonnage Rates

Weekly Tonnage Generation by Area

Collection Area July 7 - July 14- July21 - July28 ***Aug 4- Aug 11 - Aug 18. Aug 25 -

July11 July18 July25 Augi AugB Aug15 Aug22 Aug29

Dartmouth (Thursday) *4734 14.85 2763 13.85 19.51 16.63 25.23 21.32

Halifax (Thursday) 21.24 58.73 28.63 45.86 19.59 54.55 36.49 37,16

Halifax (Tuesday) 25.21 26.43 14.68 28.22 15.09 27.23 15.69 26.29

**Halifax (Wednesday) 48.45 45.10 48.16 50.54

Shaded boxes indicate ‘weekly collection’; unshaded are regular collection
*Represents two weeks of organics.
**control

August 4th - Holiday
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Appendix D: Set-Out Rates

Comparison of Set-Out Rates by Route (%)

July? - July 14- July21
-

July 28 - **Aug 4 - Aug 11 - Aug 18 - Aug 25-
July11 July18 July25_J Augi Aug8 Aug15 Aug22 Aug29

Route Name

Dartmouth - Route I (Thursday) 66.4 40.9 61.0 43.8 50.4 46.6 57.0 46.3

Dartmouth - Route 2 (Thursday) 60.8 38.4 46.5 46.1 42,0 43.8 50.1 48.2

Halifax - Route I (Thursday) 29.6 6L7 34.4 57.3 25.3 45.6 42.9 48.9

Halifax - Route 2 (Thursday) 59.6 49.3 56.6 77 8 60.7 83.1 66.3 86.5

Halifax - Route 1 (Tuesday) 38.7 42.0 29.7 41.0 20.2 47.5 36.3 44.3

Halifax - Route 2 (Tuesday) 48.0 —_79 4 75.2 84 8 58.2 76 9 70.7 86,9

*Halifax
- Route I (Wednesday) 61.8 61.6 54.3 56.3

*Halifax. Route2 (Wednesday) 75.5 80.8 82.2 75.5

Shaded boxes indicate weekly collection; unshaded are regular collection
*Control Group - Hfx. Route 1&2 (Wednesday)
**August 4th Holiday
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Appendix E: Customer Survey Results

Survey Overview
rspondent Metrics

Respondents from Control: 105
Respondents from Pilot: 280

Survey Results
The following is a tabular depiction of the responses to each survey question. Additional
comments provided by respondents, if any, are included after each table.

Section - Participation

1. During the 8 weeks of the pilot how often did you put your cart out?

Number of Control Pilot Control Pilot
Times (n105) (n280) (Monitored) (Monitored)
Eight Na 60.0% Na 6%
Six or Seven Na 16.8% Na 27%
Five Na 8.6% Na 15%
Four 79.0% 11.8% 35% 14%
Three 14.3% 2.1% 29% 12%
Once or Twice 6.7% 0% 26% 15%
Not at all 0% 0.7% 9% 9%

Comments/Notes for “Not at a11’(Pilot):
• Away all summer

2. Did you experience any of the following nuisances with your green cart during the
months of July and August?

Fruit-flies Inthe home
Maaoots

Ants

238%
15,2%

Didn’t have nuisances each week
Earwigs
From mini-bin, not as had as last summer
From the mini-bin

15.7%
8.9%

Nuisance Control Pilot
(n105) (n280)

None 47.6% 55.4%
Flies in the cart 28.6% 23.6%
Strong, unpleasant odours 25.7% 22.1%

Rodents 1.9%
Other 0% 1.1%

Comments/Notes (from Control):
• Flies from the mini-bin (2 responses)

Comments/Notes (from Pilot):
•

•

•

•

•
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• Have a backyard composter
• Have an outdoor compost as well, and wrap food waste in cart
• In other summers
• Less than other summers
• Less nuisance than last summer
• Mild this year
• Much less nuisances than other summers
• Not as bad as previous summers
• Not like other summers
• Nuisances not as bad as last summer
• Only get smells sometimes because I eat a lot of fish
• Pigeons, crows
• Probably due more to weather conditions, not necessarily the weekly collection
• Regularly wash out the cart and wrap smelly things
• Some unpleasant odour, but not really that bad

3. How many weeks were you away from your home during the months of July and
August?

Numberof Weeks Control — Pilot
(n105) (n280)

None 51.4% 57.5%
One week 21.9% 21.4%
Two weeks 20.0% 14.3%
Three weeks -_______ 1.0% 2.9%
More than three weeks 4.8% 3.6%
No answer 1.0% 0.4%

Comments/Notes for “None”:
Normally away more in the summer

jction - Agreement Questions

4. “Weekly organics collection in the summer reduces the occurrence of cart nuisances?”
Do you:

Agreement Control Pilot
(n=105) (n=280)

Strongly agree 15.2% 511%
Somewhat agree 42.9% 24.6%
Total 58.1% 75.7%
Somewhat disagree 24.8% 16.4%
Strongly disagree 15.2% 5.3%
Total 40% 21.7%
No answer 1.9% 2.5%

Comments/Notes for “Strongly disagree” (Control):
• Only washing out the cart seems to help

Comments/Notes for “No answer”(Pilot):
• Have never had any trouble with nuisances
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Comments/Notes for “Somewhat agree” (Pilot):
• Has not really been a problem anyway
• Less time to ferment
• Wraps food and puts it in newspaper before putting it in the cart

Comments/Notes for “Somewhat disagree” (Pilot):
• Didnt have any nuisances before
• Didnt notice any nuisances before
• Dont see the need
• Had no problems to begin with

Comments/Notes for “Strongly agree’ (Pilot):
• Better with weekly collection
• Less smell

5. “Weekly organics collection in the summer eliminates the occurrence of cart
nuisances?” Do you:

Agreement Control Pilot
(n=105) (n=280)

Strongly agree 2.9% 10.7%
Somewhat agree 27.6% 30.0%
Total 30.5% 40.7%
Somewhatdisagree 11.4% 21.4%
Strongly disagree 22.9% 25.4%
Total 34.3% 46.8%
No answer 35.2% 11.79%

Comments/Notes for “Somewhat agree” (Pilot):
• Should have cart regularly washed out

Comments/Notes for “Somewhat disagree” (Pilot):
• Nothing but good practices and proper disposal will eliminate nuisances

Section - Benefits and Cost I
6. What benefits have you experienced in having organics collected on a weekly basis?
Control:
Not asked

Pilot

Multiple responses:

• Weekly collection enabled me to fit more organics into the cart: 5.7%
• Weekly collection is more convenient: 9.3%
• Weekly collection reduced nuisances: 11.8%

Additional single responses:

• Didn’t know about the pilot
• Didn’t participate in the pilot
• Didn’t need the pilot
• Weekly collection made me a more vigilant composter
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7. Collecting the organic green cart each week during July andAugust would cost about
$3 per year per household. Would you be willing to pay an additional $3 per year in
municipal taxes for weekly collection of organics in July and August?

Willing to Pay? Control Pilot
(n105) (n=280)

Yes 42.9% 66.4%
No 54.3% 32.1%
Not Sure 1.0% 0.7%
NoAnswer 1.9% 0.7%

Comments/Notes for “No” (Control):
• Will only pay if restaurants, apartments, etc.., have to pay and start using green bin program

Comments/Notes for “No” (Pilot):
• Already pay too much
• HRM should he able to re-budget to pay for this service
• Shouldn’t have to pay
• There’s no need for it

Comments/Notes for “Not sure” (Pilot):
• Would pay it for the benefit of HRM overall, but for me personally, no

Comments/Notes for “Yes” (Pilot):
• As long as the cost does not keep escalating
• But feels they pay enough taxes already
• If overall, people wanted it, but doesn’t really seem necessary
• Will pay this cost only if does not keep going up and up every summer. Tired of paying for

things (i.e. harbour cleanup) that never happen
• Would pay if she owned, but she is a renter, so she won’t have to pay
• Would reluctantly pay

8. Would you prefer to have your organics collected every week or every two weeks in the
summer?

Preference Control Pilot
(n105) (n280)

Every two weeks 54.3% 27.9%
Weekly 45.7% 721%

9. Do you own or rent these premises?

Control Pilot
(n=105) (n=280)

Own 94.3% 89.6%
Rent 4.8% 8.6%

No Answer 1.0% 1.8%

Comments/Notes for “Rent” (Pilot):
• Co-op
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10. Do you have any comments about the pilot?

Control

Multiple responses

• Weekly collection is more convenient: 7.6%
• Weekly collection does not make any difference (in terms of nuisances, etc..): 3.8%

Bi-weekly collection is fine: 6.7%
Weekly collection reduces nuisances: 5.7%

• Use cart properly (i.e. clean it, wrap food waste), don’t get nuisances, no need for weekly:
6,7%

• Want weekly collection, not willing to pay for it: 19%
• Don’t generate enough organics to justify weekly collection: 3.8%
• Weekly collection was great, would like to have it every summer: 1 .9%
• Don’t experience nuisance problems anyway, no use for weekly collection: 1.9%
• Won’t use weekly collection, and don’t want to pay additiona! taxes: 1 response
• Should prolong weekly collection into September: 1 response
• Will pay for weekly as long as the cost doesn’t keep going up: 1 response
• Away a lot in the summer, no use for weekly collection: I response

Additional single responses

• Would HRM do a follow-up study after weekly collection has been implemented to see if
people noticed improvements?

Pilot

Multiple responses

• Weekly collection is more convenient: 8.6%
• Weekly collection does not make any difference (in terms of nuisances, etc...): 5.4%
• Bi-weekly collection is fine: 3.9%
• Weekly collection reduces nuisances: 13.6%
• Use cart properly (i.e. clean it, wrap food waste), don’t get nuisances, no need for weekly:

5.7%
• Want weekly collection, not willing to pay for it: 2.1%
• Don’t generate enough organics to justify weekly collection: 5.7%
• Weekly collection was great, would like to have it every summer: 8.9%
• Don’t experience nuisance problems anyway, no use for weekly collection: 3.6%
• Won’t use weekly collection, and don’t want to pay additional taxes: 2.5%
• Should prolong weekly collection into September: 3.6%
• Will pay for weekly as long as the cost doesn’t keep going up: 1 response
• Away a lot in the summer, no use for weekly collection: 1.8%
• Weekly collection enabled me to fit more organics into the cart: 1%
• Didn’t know about the pilot ( 5 responses

Additional single responses

• The weekly collection shouldn’t be done in July and August, but instead during September and
April or May

• End of pilot project was not clear, slightly confusing
• Having the cart emptied weekly helps to keep you wanting to continue recycling
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• Liked weekly, but mentioned that cart was always collected late, however since the weekly
collection stopped, the cart is collected earlier

• Pilot wasn’t well advertised, a neighbor told him during the first week, just in time
• Think that nuisances were down, but feel that may have been more weather related ...it’s too

hard to tell from one summer whether or not the weekly collection is beneficial
• Thought the increase in flies was likely due to the weather/heat of the summer

Section - Survey Area

11. Indicate pilot area of respondent

Control:
54.3% 57 Wednesday Halifax Route 1 (Control)
45.7% 48 Wednesday Halifax Route 2 (Control)

Pilot:
42.5% 119 Thursday Halifax (Route count not available)
189% 53 Tuesday Halifax Route 1
13.9% 39 Tuesday Halifax Route 2
12.5% 35 Thursday Dartmouth Route 2
12.1% 34 Thursday Dartmouth Route 1
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Parameters of the Study

• Timelines:
— Eight weeks commencing Monday, July 75 and

continuing to August 29w.

• Location:
— Tuesday and Thursday, Halifax;
— Thursday, Dartmouth;
—Wednesday, Halifax (the control area)

Parameters of the Study

• Rationale for the Pilot Areas:
— Typical mix of urban high density development in

downtown core; mature residential area; properties with
very small front and side yards

• Measurement:
— (A> Set-out Rate
— (B) Tonnage
— (C> Customer Satisfaction

Halifax Regional Council Committee of the Whole
April 6, 2004

Weekly Summer Collection
Green Cart Pilot Project

Summer 2003

Background

•The weekly summer green cart pilot project
was conducted at approximately 15500
homes with a biweekly control area of 6,000
homes

- LURA Consulting and SNC Lavalin design
and evaluation

- Empirical assessment - Le. measure of
results



Findings

(C) Customer Satisfaction
Reported !‘luisances:
—]p Control Pilot
—none 4T6% 55.4%
— flies in cart 28.6% 23,6%
—strong odours 257% 22,1%
—fruit flies 238% 15.7%
— maggots 152% 8.9%

Collection Preference:
— Control Pilot

— Biweekly 54.3% 27.9%
—Weekly 457% 72.1%

• Willingness to pay for Increased Collection Frequency:
— Willingness Control Pilot
— Yes 42 9% 66.4%
—No 54.3% 321%

Summary of Findings

Reports of fruit flies and maggots were lower in the
weekly pilot areas:

•Little difference regarding odours and flies in
the green cart in the biweekly control area and
the weekly pilot area.

• Residents are generally more satisfied with weekly
green cart collection than biweekly collection.

• More residents in the pilot area are willing to pay an
additional $3.00 per year for increased summer
green cart collection.

(A) Set-Out Rate Frequency

.53% Participation (placement of the green cart at the
curb)

.68.5% in the biweekly control area over a two-week
period

‘57% higher total number of green carts placed at the
curb for collection in the pilot areas.

.21% surveyed were away one week

.14% of residents were away for two weeks

(B) Tonnage

‘Organic Material Co]lected:
8.8 kg per household in controlled area;
10.2 kg per household in pilot area;

15.9% higher in weekly collection area.



Cost Benefit Analysis

Alternatives

.2) Provide weekly summer green cart collection in
urban/suburban HRM -approx $180000 annually.

.3) Provide weekly summer green cart collection in
peninsula Halifax and downtown Dartmouth -

approx. $40000 annually.

.4) Provide weekly summer green cart collection in
the urban core of HRM where generally residential
properties have smaller front and side yards - Areas
1 & 2 (Hfx, Dart) -approx. $100000 annually.

•None of the above alternative are recommended.

Synopsis
Organic Green Cart Collection

1) Satisfaction Rtei aQ%
.2) Reports of Nuisance since 1999’
.3) Comprehensive C&E Campaign

-Enhanced in 0 1/02 - Green Cart Tips
-Naturally Green Newsletter
-Green Cart Tips Brochure
-HRM Call Center & SWR lnformation/
Assistance
-Local TV Campaign

‘For Summer of 04/05: TV Campaigns
-Increase in number of weeks - 10 weeks
-Increase in number of spots - Total 250

Financial Implications for HRM
Weekly Collection (5 day week)

‘Organic Collection - Additional Tonnes and Costs

• Area 1 (Hfx)
Additional Tonnes 182 Tonnes
Existing Cost. $76/Tonne
New Cost: $102/Tonne

Area 2 (Darti
140 Tonnes
$60/Tonne
$81 /Tonne

All HRM
707 Tonnes
$80/Tonne
$llOITonne

‘Annual costs for weekly organic collection in July and
August (areas 1&2) $100,000, all of HRM $250,000

Alternatives

.1) Provide weekly summer green cart collection for
all of HRM - $250000 annually.

•Should Council proceed, HRM must notify the
residential contractor 60 days in advance of the
commencement of the service;

•Council would need to identify a funding source
through the 04/05 budget process.

•This alternative is not recommended - benefits of an
enhanced service are marginal and not cost effective.‘Assessment by staff: The marginal benefits and the

cost, do not warrant the provision of weekly summer
green cart collection.



RECOMMENDATION

• Based upon the marginal benefits quantified
during the eight-week, weekly summer
collection green cart pilot project, that the
current service level of biweekly green cart
collection continue for future summers.

Increase in services not budgeted for in 2004-
2005.
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To Bit) Karsien, Chairman and Members ufSWRAC

FROM: Jim l3auTd, Manager, Solid Waste Resources

CC: Brad Anguish, PEng. Director EMS

L)\ FE: June 1 8, 2007

SUB.TECT: Weekly Summer Grecri Carts and Rrporis f Dears

Reports of Bears:

In recent years, reporis of hears have become a common occurrence in the 1-IRM. Reports
of bears tue more frequent. in the spring, before their natural food source, i.e. bcrrs,
grasses and leaves, is available. Bears have a very strong sense of smell arid can identify
a potential Food source from a signilicant distance, well over I km. •lThc current edition of
the Natur&ly Green (distributed to 155000 homes in FIRM in May and the spring edition
in previous years) included tips for residents to prevent atiracing hears. When a ‘car is
sited, residents are advised to take the following action:
• renovc grease from BBQs;

rerirove exterior dog and cat food dishes;
rersove bird feeders;
doa’t place meat or fish iii the backyard composter (\ill also attract rodents);

• keep the green cart and garbage in a shed or garage;
as bears are primarily nocturnal, place the green cart and refuse in bags/cats out
forcollection on the morning of collection day;
wash and rinse the green cart with a mild cleaning solution;
contact the Department of Natural Resources (1-800-565-2224) who will live trap

the bear and relocate t to a remote location.

Development throughout the FIRM has encroached on natural hear habitat, rnakin it
more difficult to release the bear into an area where it vil! not again come into costact
with humans.

Recycling pIrper reduces air pa/brian and sa ies law/JUl space

EnrironmntaT Ma ntmn Seniecs, Solid Wrote flcsourcro
Tel: (902) 490-660 Fax: (902) 490-G&90

E-mail: btdj@tia1ifax.cn WcbsiLe: ww.biiJifax.ca
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(DNR) for 2$)fl, 2006 and 2007. Of the 50 repol s of boar sHines in ihe pt three years,
52 (83%) occurred in areas of 1-IRM where weekly summer green cart collection is
provided. The Department of Natural Resources also advises that one additional anni

where bears have been reported is in Lake Echo. Inspclion by DNR staff have
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Bl3Q’s.

From the data provided by DNR, stalTeoricludex that there is rio correlation between
reports of hears and the provision of weckl slimmer green cart collertion. Weekly
summer green cart collection is not a preventulive measure to reduce reports of hears.

2. Motion at June 8, 2006 SWRAC re: Alignni cot of Weekly Summer Green Cart

Service vitIi Urban Tax Rate:

Atlachxncnti/ 2 is a staff report presented at the September 28, 2006 meeting of SWRAC.
Page one of the report contains a motion approved at the June 8, 2006 meeting of
SWRAC. The motion directs staff to assess aligning weekly summer green cart service

with the urban tax rate, and provide Regional Council with the. information. The stall
report detailing the implications of aligning weekly sorarner green cart servce
those areas of HRM within the urban tax rate, will be brought to Regional Council later
this suirirner,

Original signed

attachments

2005/06/07 DNR reports of Bears;
2. September 19, 2006 slafTrepurt entitled ‘Weekly Summer (keen Call Collectios’ (with

atl.ached staff reports of May 15, 2006 and March 29, 2004).

Regional Council July 30, 2013
Re: Info Item 1

Attachment 2 is not included in this report

Recycling paper reduces air polliaion and saves landfill space

____________

Environinejitol onaomcnL Senices, Solid Wii(e Resources
Tel: (902) 490-6606 Fox: (902) 490.13690

Email: boetdj@liotifax.co Website: www.halilnx.ca
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I.ocat.ion Arcu \Vecklv (rrc.ri c:rt

\Vaverley Frame SHbdivision 2
Cipilano Drive 5
Fox Point Crt, Upper Tantalloii 4 N
Conrads Road, Hubbards 4 N
\Vavcrley Road, Shubie Park Area 2 Y
Qldham 5 N
North Beaver Bank 5 Y
Highland Park, l-Ialiburon Hills 3 Y
Oakbank Lane, Miller Lake 5 Y
McGrath’s Cove lld, McGrath’s Cove 4 N
Turf Lake Road, Golfs 5 N
Ty!ewood nyc, Middle Sckville 5
Wedgewood ParlçRockinghum I Y
I lescolt Street, Ehnsda]e 5 Y
\Vestwood BIvd, Upper Tunilallon 3 ‘1’

Kinguwood Subdivision 3 Y
Burnhope Drive, l’Ioritague Mines 6 Y
Rochester Dr, W3ite 1-lills Subdivision 3 Y
White Hills Subdivision 3 Y
Watcrstone Run, Lucasvi)le 5 Y

Total: 20 reporis of bears
15 in weekly collection areas
5 in biweekly summer collection areas



REPORT OF I3EARS 20(16

1..ocation Area

Luckview Road, Fall River Y
Montague, Weslphal, WavL’zIcy 2 V
Pockwock Road, Upper 1-lammonds Plains S V
Waverley 2 V
Beaver Bank Villa 3 Y
Lucasville/Middle Sackville 3/5 Y
Tirr)herlea 4 V
Miller Lake 5 y
Darfrnonth y

Sheanvater 6 Y
Aerotech Park 5 V
Westwood Hills, Upper Tantallon 3
Lake Major/Cherry Brook Area 7 V
Ross Road, Wcstphal 6 Y
Lake of the Woods Subdivision, Hubley 4 V
Portohello I-Till Y
Orchard Dr, Feneity Rd, Watcrsione Subdivision 5 V
Beaverbrook Subdivision, Fall River 5 V
Highway 118 2/3 V
Prospect 4 N
Enfleld 5
Sackville/Windsor JunctionJSocont Lake Area 5
Timber Trails Trailer Park, Lucasville 3 Y
Holland Road, Wellington 5
Frenchman’s Road. Oakfield 5 V
Grand Lake y
CowLlay 6 V
Goodwood 4 N
Cole Harbour 6 Y
Upper Sackville 5 Y
White Hills Suhdivisioon 3 Y
Kingswood Subdivision 3 V

•l’oiai: 32 reports of Bears
30 in HRM with weekly summer collection
2 in 1-IRM wilh biweekly summer collection



REPORT OF’ BEARS - 21307 TO DATE

E)caton A rca \Vcck[Y

WI ole Hills Subdivision 3
[-lumber Park, Dartmouth 6 Y
Silverside Subdivision, Waverlcy 2 V
Miller Lake 5 y
Oakvicld 5 V
Waterstone Run Subdivision 5 V
Wilson Lake Drive, Lower Sackvillo Y

Total: 7 reports of Be:us
all in areas of 1-IRM with summer weeklv cen cart
collection

Grand Tu(ah

• 59 reports of Bears since January 1,2005
• 52 reports in areas of HRM that have weekly summer green cart collection
• 7 reports ia areas of NRM wiili biweekly summer collection

Summary:
88% of reports ol Bears in areas all HEM that have weekly summer green curt collection.




